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Adjunct Pay:
More Experience
Means Less Money
ELLEN BALLEISEN

Everyone in academia knows
that adjunct work pays badly.
But there's a disturbing fact
about adjunct work at CUNY
that's much less well-known:
once you adjust for inflation,
the pay can actually decrease as
the adjunct gains more experience. And even 20-year veterans see almost no real-dollar
premium for their many years
in the classroom.
I stumbled on this realization

Paging through m y old
appointment letters this past
November made me curious
to see how I would have fared
financi ::i Uy if I had remained an
adjunct. So I looked at the new
salary schedules in the PSCCUNY contract that had just
gone into effect. I saw that
if I were still working as an
adjunct, my pay rate would be
$68.54, the highest step on the
adjunct lecturer schedule now.
At first glance $68.54 seemed

last fall while cleaning ou my

file cabinet. In a dusty file, I
found all my appointment letters for my adjunct teaching
at CUNY. The first letter was
for the fall 1986 term, when
my rate per contact teaching
hour was $38.01, then the bottom of the adjunct lecturer salary schedule. The rate seemed
pretty generous to me at the
time. I was still in graduate
school in 1986, and although
I had done some tutoring, I
had never taught my own class
before.
I received my MA in 1987
and continued working as an
adjunct through 1996. My pay
rate in my last semester was
$53.98 per contact hour, the
top of the adjunct lecturer
schedule at that time.
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But you can't do a valid comparison of two amounts of money
that span a 20-year period
without adjusting for inflation.
Fortunately, the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics keeps monthly
data on inflation both for the
U.S. and for the New York City
metropolitan area.
I went to metro New York
Consumer Price Index on the
BLS website, did a few calculations from the raw numbers, and found that $38.01 in
September 1986 had a real-dollar value of $74.12 in November
2006. In other words, if I were
still an adjunct, my pay rate
after 20 years of teaching experience would be 8% less in real
Continued page 6

Figure 1. Pay Raises Vs. Inflation. 1987-2007
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Resisting the War Machine
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• 8.48% up to the last day of the contract. On 9/19/07, adJuncts will receive a 196 increase, uncompounded, and ful ltimers will receive an $800 addition to base salaries.
"" 15.16% from 11/1/02 - 02/28/07.
Sources: PSC-CUNY contracts; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

PHILIP FAIRBANKS

"Let them march all they
want as long as they pay
their taxes."

This quote, by Alexander
Haig, former U.S. Secretary
of State, is found on many
websites that advocate or
explain the phenomenon of
war protest known as tax
resistance. Underscoring the
truth of this is a quote by
Henry David Thoreau, "If a
thousand men were not to
pay their tax bills this year,
that would not be as violent
and bloody a measure, as
it would to pay them, and
enable the State to commit
violence and shed innocent
blood:' The war machine
is hungry and depends on
astronomical amounts of
money to continually wage
war.
Although figures from
the White House Office of
Management and Budget's
2008 budget report suggest
that military expenses comprise only 21 % of the federal
budget, the War Resister's
League, which produces it's
own annual figures, estimates
that the actual figure is much
closer to 51 %. According
to the data released by the
War Resister's League, the
big difference between

their budget and the federal government's is that the
White House Budget and
Management Office does
not discriminate between
social security funds, which
are collected and used separately from the rest of the
budget, and federal taxes. In
other words, for the federal
government, the revenue
generated by social security
is counted as part of the over
all tax, despite the fact that
it is collected separately and
already earmarked for social
services. In addition to this,
the budget office does not
take into account the cost
of ongoing veteran's benefits from previous wars and
the interest on the national
debt from previous military
spending, which, believe it
or not, makes up for a full
twenty percent of the annual
federal budget. That means
that as much as 20% of the
taxes we pay each year are
spent paying for the costs
of previous wars alone. It is
in response to figures like
these, and what these figures
entail - less money for education, less money for health
care, etc. - that many war
resisters and pacifists decide
to go the extra step and
become tax resisters: an illegal move that involves

a huge amount of conviction
and dedication, but which
more and more people are
choosing to do as the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq continue unabated.
As most people know,
conscientious objectors can
be freed from military service if they object to the
taking of human life for
religious or ethical reasons.
Every taxpayer, however,
willingly or otherwise ends
up supporting the building
of missiles and bombs. For
this reason, there is a long
history of war tax resistance.
The first official case of war
tax resistance in America
took place before the United
States even existed. In the
early 1600's, the Algonquin
Indians opposed funding a
Dutch fort by refusing to
pay Dutch taxes. During
the American Revolution,
the Quaker Society of
Friends refused to pay taxes
and many of them were
jailed and had their property seized because of their
refusal to fund the war. It is
the Indochina war, however,
that may be seen as the real
starting point of the modern movement of War Tax
Resistance. Backed by such
socially concerned artists as
Continued page 10

''Truth Will Out'': Don Imus and the
Return of the Living Repressed
The cost of liberty is less than the price of
repression.

ates rigid rules of conduct around discussions of
race and seeks sacrifices wherever it can find them.
Make
no doubt, any white person who goes out of
- W.E.B. Du Bois
her way to actively condemn Imus is either running
Neurosis is the inability to tolerate ambiguity.
for office and/ or desperately trying to assert their
- Sigmund Freud
own enlightened position as a non-racist. Hillary
Clinton, for instance, wasted no time rushing to
It is by now an undisputed fact that Don Imus,
New Brunswick to show her support for the Rutgers
the zombie-like host of the "Imus in the Morning"
women, who frankly, did a perfectly fine job defendshow, a man many of us - thankfully - knew little
ing themselves without her. The party line, for most
or nothing about before last week, is clearly a racist
of the punditry, is that Imus is somehow an aberrason of a bitch and deserves to
tion, that he went too far, or that
FROM THE
be strung up by his toes. Or at
talk like that is just not acceptleast that is the impression the
able in public. But when we talk
media has been pressing home
about Imus, Richards, Gibson,
for the last week and a half.
and Biden as individuals, we miss the fact that they
The scene, sadly, is not original. Bumbling, often
are also, inevitably, representatives of their culture.
old, middle-aged, or washed-up white dude forgets
Richards, Gibson, and especially Imus, with his
his place and/or loses his cool and the media has
dumb cowboy hat and his Keith Richards countea field day beating him into submission. I am not
nance, are the perfect vessels for our cultural inseinterested in apologizing for Imus; his previous
curities. In them we can place all of our fears and
comments about women, Jews, and Arabs should
anxieties, and by berating them, by publicly humilihave been enough to get him fired or replaced a
ating them, we can abject that part of ourselves that
long time ago.
we find most distasteful: the fact that regardless of
In fact, I really don't care about Imus at all, nor
how hard we try, we still see each other differently,
do I really care about the emotional or economic
and that despite all of the crossover of popular culwell being of the other recent manifestations of our
tures, we still self-identify most frequently by race
cultural stupidity: Michael Richards, Senator Biden,
and ethnicity, and worse that we still insist, whether
and Mel Gibson. I do, however, think that all of
they like it or not, of placing others in those catthese men are scapegoats for an American culture,
egories, with all of their attendant preconceptions
both black and white, that is so penitently self morand bigoted assumptions. That a powerful black
tifying, so obsessed with denying and repressing
woman must necessarily be a "nappy headed ho;' is
its own implicit and self-perpetuating structures
an assumption that our popular culture has made
of racial, ethnic, and sexual difference, that it ere-

editor's desk

ACCUSING SAMI AL-ARIAN

Dear Editor:
Mr. Fairbanks' article on the plight
of Sarni Al-Arian has some inaccuracies that deserve correction. The
first is that Al-Arian's plea agreement
establishes that he lied both in connection with his providing support
for Palestinian Islamic Jihad and in
connection with his brother-in-law's
entrance into this country.
Second, you fail to note that
Ramadan Shallah's role with PIJ is
that of its secretary general, a fact
recognized by Human Rights Watch.
Shallah's presence in this country
prior to his ascension of power of PIJ
was under the auspices of Al-Arian
and this so-called think tank at the
University of South Florida.
· Third, you state that Al-Arian "was
supposed to be freed and deported"
from the US. Yes, after serving about
18 months in prison. His refusal
to testify before a grand jury about
another organization is based on his

~1111c11e
http://gcadvocate.org
CUNY Graduate Center
Rm. 5396
365 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10016
Tel: 212.817.7884

belief that the plea
agreement alleviates
him, an admitted
felon, from having
the same responsibility as a law-abiding citizen from testifying. That is
absurd.
By way of disclosure, I testified at
the Al-Arian trial.
Stephen M. Flatow
Jersey City, NJ
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harra ssment cause d

his family. Dr. AlArian was a sincere
worker for change,
peace and dialogue between the East
and the West and that is obviously a
much more necessary step in the safeguarding of our nation than torturing
detainees, incarcerating families, and
building cluster bombs.
As for his connection with Shallah,
most prominent businessmen, lawyers, and doctors probably have in
their circle of acquaintance or friendship someone involved in illegal
activities of some kind or another.
Many of them may have implicit
knowledge of this fact. If we play
six degrees of Homeland Security
many average folks might be rounded
up for Guantanamo. Certainly the
great majority of the resistance movements would all be under investigation due to the RICO act, pending one member being involved
with anything from peddling grass to

letters

Philip Fairbanks Responds:
Dr. Al-Arian certainly accepted a
plea agreement and in his shoes, I
beiieve most people would have done
the same. The intensive and daily
harrassment that was provided as preemptive punishment before Dr. AlArian went to trial was an attempt
to break the professor. At r isk of losing the opportunity of being reunited
with his family and to avoid the possibility of a lengthy retrial, a plea bargain afforded Dr. Al-Arian a chance to
alleviate some of the suffering that this
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implicit in image and language; it is not something
Imus just came up with in his demented mind. That
Imus then went on to talk about the predominantly
white team who defeated Rutgers as contrastingly
"cute" brought to light a an entire beauty industry, that, Tyra Banks aside, until very recently, and
predominantly still, thinks of beauty in terms of
whiteness.
This is not Imus's bigotry; this is our bigotry
and it's not uncommon. Imus does not control
the advertising machines, pumping out images of
white beauty from Madison Avenue; Imus does
not control the Republican Party that still thinks
of affirmative action as reverse discrimination, the
prison industry that incarcerates whole generations
of black men, and the music labels that still produce
songs and videos that explicitly denigrate women as
objects of status and sexual satisfaction. Likewise,
Imus does not control the culture of our everyday
lives, in which, for reasons we can neither articulate
nor control, we seem obsessed as a nation with reinscribing codes of speech, dress, taste, and sentiment along the lines of race.
No, our focus on Imus is a distraction. A criminal
fed to the lions, makes for a good spectacle, but it
does not eliminate the causes of crime. In an explicitly Freudian sense, Imus has revealed the degree to
which, as a nation, we suffer from a cultural neurosis that will not merely go away. Rather than fire
Imus, it m ight have been more appropriate to make
a case study: leave him on the couch a little longer
and let him talk it out. Maybe then we might have
learned something about ourselves. ■

Ericka Calton

THE ADVOCATE is the student paper
of the CUNY Graduate Center and is
published six times a year. Publication is
subsidized by Student Activities Fees and
the Doctoral Student Council.

tax resistance.

Others accused that have been later
designated terrorists like Sameeh
Hammoudeh and Shallah shared a
commonality, they were all, like Dr.
al Arian, scholarly, passionate activists who shared a common cause.
I'm not denying Shallah's involvement
with terrorist organizations, but this
doesn't imply that Dr. Al-Arian was
involved with the same groups.
Dr. Al-Arian's case is a signal to
would-be activists that their actions,
if not in line with executive orders,
may be scrutinized and singled out.
No human, "admitted felon" or not,
should be treated the way Dr. al Arian
has been treated. The situation can be
extended indefinitely now to continue
the suffering of his family and the
further dehumanization of a dedicated worker for unity. Dr. Al-Arian
was supposed to be freed, even after
being given the maximum sentence.
Statements by judges in the case,
Continued next page

THE ADVOCATE accepts contributions of
articles, illustrations, photos and letters to
the editor. Please query the above email
address. Articles selected for publitation
will be subjected to editorial revision.
Writers who contribute stones of 1,000
words will be reimbursed $50 and those who
submit longer articles requiring research
will receive $75. We also pay for photos
THE ADVOCATE is published 3 times a
semester, in September, October and
November; and February, March and April.
Submissions should be in by the beginning
of the month, and print copies will be on the
stacks around the 15th.

•
which reveal a prejudice against outspoken Muslims, prove, however, that
this case will be drawn out until the
State is ready to let it die. In 2003,
John Ashcroft mentioned Dr. Al Arian
in the context of the war on terror:
"The Justice Department is prosecuting the war on terrorism by integrating
our law enforcement and intelligence
capabilities as authorized under the
Patriot Act. The Department recently
indicted Sarni Al-Arian and seven
co-conspirators, several of whom
were leaders of the Palestinian Islamic
Jihad. The indictment details that AlArian served as the secretary of the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad's governing
council called the 'Shura Council:
He was also identified as the senior
North American representative of the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad:'
After Dr. Al-Arian's trial this claim
seems as laughable as the pretext for
the Iraq War. Dr. Al-Arian is not even
free to serve merely the original sentence under the plea bargain and with
charges of contempt added on for not
testifying, it doesn't seem like this
case is going to end any time soon. All
I'm saying is that this man has seen
the kind of punishment no one should
be forced to endure and deserves his
freedom. He has had faith in the court
systems but those who run them seem
angered to no end that Dr. Al-Arian
may one day live a normal life with his
family again.
Philip Douglas Salem Khaled Falah
Fairbanks

to ignore the legacy of slavery, the
best case I ever heard in support of
reparations was that, "Whites are still
benefiting from what was done during slavery time, and blacks are still
suffering from what was done during
slavery time:'
Thanks to Maurice Leach for clearly
stating what conservatives and their
comrades work hard to obscure,
namely, that it is the ".. .lack of quality economic opportunity... and not
a question of culture" that keeps the
poor stuck in poverty, with its' attendant despair and sense of futility.
Cordially,
Barbara Maddox

vention, but far less experience with
appeasement or the merits of federalism.
Mark's piece was terrific - he communicated the challenges of creating effective educational formats, and
also demonstrated exactly what he did
and how it went. This information is
gold for someone who, like myself, is
anticipating the· possibility of teaching
undergrad history courses one day.
So, thanks Mark - your writing has
reached someone who is not even yet
enrolled at the Graduate Center, and
it's already made a difference.
Kurt Conklin

Advocate would elect to run such a
column demonstrates that perhaps
previous editors were wise in sticking
with serious stories.
Part of my ire stems from the fact
that I pitched a humor column several
months ago which was rejected from
the paper. My "Places You Don't Want
to Visit" feature would have focused
on the rating of such NYC landfillmarks as Long Island City strip clubs,
the American Museum of Financial
History, and the Chinese prisoner
supplied "Bodies" at the South Street
Seaport, while commenting on exactly why you should never set foot
inside these New York City travesties.
Complete with my unique seven-star
reverse rating system and fuzzy photos, this could have been a column
that, if not funny, would have been
vaguely amusing and closer to the sort
of humor that one would expect from
graduate students.
In March, when new students are
attempting to pull open the front
doors of the Graduate Center for the
first time, shouldn't they encounter
something a bit more amusing than a
"faculty member" in clear heels?
Tracy E. Robey

Dear Editor:
Dear Advocate Staff:
This is just an unabashed fan letter
Thank you to Mark Wilson for his for Matt Lau's article on President
great insight in "History of the World, Kelly.
Part 28" in your March issue.
It made my week!
I am a prospective student in the
Hysterical.
Graduate Center PhD program in
Roberto Martinez
History, having just received an accepUrban Education
tance letter for the 2007 -08 academic
year. I was in the building this week to ••• AND JEERSI
sit in on a class at the invitation of one
Dear Editor,:
of the History Department faculty,
I am writing to express my outand just happened to pick up a copy rage and disgust at the Faculty
of your paper on my way out of the Bikini Carwash article on the back
building.
page of the March 2007 issue of The
It has been a long time since I had Advocate. As a student at this instituto teach undergrad history classes tion, I was horrified, not to find that
(I was a GA at Temple University in our esteemed faculty were the subject
Matt Lau Responds:
Philadelphia, getting a masters degree of a "humor column" that found them
I agree with you that my artide is
in History, in 1991). But since then I participating in a satirical swimwearhave been a classroom and commu- clad bid at raising cash, but that most hilarious. Thank you for your warm
nity educator on other topics, namely of the back page was given over to a words; I hope you continue to read
in human sexuality and public health. column that would
The Advocate, especially "The Back

CH&&RS •••

Dear Editor:
While Thomas Sowell may prefer

as condom use and sexual assault pre-

for simply not being funny; that the

MattLau

■

Help Desk Getting Some Help of Its Own
As the semester winds to a close, the
Information Technology department
is poised to hire six new part-time
professional technicians to man the
Help Desk. Starting in May, interviews will be held to fill the new
positions, which will be known as
IT Professional Assistants (PAs).
Considered to be "Level One" support, the new PAs will be the first line
of tech support to those who contact
the Help Desk.
Presently, there is one PA on call at
the Help Desk, supported by student
consultants. This is why one must
open a work order ticket upon contacting the Help Desk.
Although IT will keep its student
consultants at the Help Desk, the
addition of up to three PAs on duty
during the daytime is expected to
greatly increase the efficiency and
productivity of the Help Desk.
The PAs will have the rights to
remote access computers in order to
troubleshoot, according to Director
of User Services Elaine Montilla, thus
being able to solve more technical
problems immediately. If the PAs are
unable to resolve the issue at hand,
then it will be sent to "Level Two" support, the fulltime technicians.
"The new hires will be an improvement;' said Assistant Vice President

for Information Technology Bob seek to discuss is whether Office 2007
Campbell, "because they are [certified] should be installed in the near-future
professionals. We'll be able to vest on student computers. According
certain authority
to Montilla, "we're
GRADUATE CENTER
into them:'
ready to move
It is hoped that
towards rolling
the hiring process
out Office 2007,
will conclude by the end of the semes- but we're not sure if students are:'
ter. "The idea is to allow [the new
Student feedback on this issue would
hires] to get their feet wet during the be most helpful, she said. The second
summer;' said Montilla.
task force would focus upon student
email issues.
FREE SOFTWARE
Campbell noted that they are still
Students are entitled to free copies unsure as to whether there will be
of the SAS and Mathematica soft- one or two task forces as both of the
ware programs. Up until now they issues at hand, student PCs and email,
were required to bring blank CDs to overlap; yet, they also each have their
the Help Desk; however, students no own specific characteristics. "What
longer need to do this. As of April, we seek to do;' he said, "is to come up
students can go to the Help Desk and with a comprehensive set of recomput their names down on a list to mendations for what will serve the
obtain free software for both SAS and students best:'
Mathematica.
The department hopes to have conclusions and recommendations in
STUDENT TASK FORCES NEEDED
place by the end of the semester.
IT is seeking student volunteers Any student interested in giving input
who are interested in joining one of and feedback should contact the IT
two task forces, which will provide department ASAP at it@gc.cuny.edu.
the department with valuable student
input on a variety of in-depth IT WIRELESS UPDATE
issues. The first task force would be
Orders for purchasing the items and
focused upon the PC desktops that cabling necessary to install and impleare presently available for student use. ment the Graduate Center's wireless
One item that this first force would internet plan are presently underway.

technolo

By the end of June wireless internet
capabilities will be installed in the
first deployment areas: the library, the
dining commons, and the 365 Cafe
Express. IT hopes to move quickly
thereafter into supporting program
spaces.
PRINT MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Print management software has
been purchased and tested out by the
IT department. As of press time, the
software is ready to be rolled out over
the next two months to computers
throughout the Graduate Center.
According to Campbell, this first
phase of the rollout will "provide all
users with insights into how much
printing they are doing:' It will also
allow users to install printers on their
own, no longer requiring administrative rights to do so.
IT WORKSHOPS

Did you know that the IT
Department offers free workshops on
many software programs for students,
faculty, and staff? The offerings are
updated monthly and as of press time,
only the April schedule is set. For
classes in May, please consult the IT
website directly at http:/ /web.gc.cuny.
edu/informationresources/trainingservices/workshop_schedule.htm.
April 2007
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A Question of Scholarship
On the tenure controversy of Prof. Norman G. Finkelstein
CHRISTOPHER BROWN

The intent of the statement is not to discourage
what is "controversial:' Controversy is at the heart
of the free academic inquiry which the entire statement is designed to foster.
- 1940 Statement of Principles
on Academic Freedom and Tenure
On March 22, 2007, Charles Suchar, Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at DePaul
University, sent a three-page memorandum, to the
University Board on Tenure and Promotion recommending against tenure for Dr. Norman Finkelstein,
despite favorable votes at two faculty levels of
review. The Political Science department voted
nine to three in favor of granting tenure, and the
five-member College Personnel Committee (CPC)
was unanimous in granting tenure. The three members of the Political Science department who voted
against tenure filed a minority report and Suchar
sided with them.
Why?
The dean's memo essentially attacks the tone of
Finkelstein's scholarship for not being kind to his
critics; it is cited as too personal and not in the tradition of DePaul "collegiality''. At one point Suchar
writes:
I find it difficult to share their [(CPC)] net assessment of Professor Finkelstein's scholarly contributions. My own estimation of the tone and substance
of his scholarship is that a considerable amount of
it is inconsistent with DePaul's Vincentian values,
most particularly our institutional commitment to
respect the dignity of the individual and to respect
of oth
to 'hold and" expre cl
nt
intellectual positions - what I take to be one sig-

t\te r\

nificant meaning of what we term Vincentian "personalism" as well as our commitment to diversity.
In fairness to Dean Suchar, although the CPC said
that Dr. Finkelstein's work was, "... consistent with
the academy and [gave] evidence of a passionate
scholarship of high standard;'
they also had some reservations. The CPC did stress that
Prof. Finkelstein's scholarship troubled them by its tone
and by its frequent "personal
attacks:'
Although it was not cited in
the memorandum, one might
conclude that the supposed
lack of collegiality that Dean
Suchar speaks of could be the
ongoing and highly public feud
between Prof. Finkelstein and
Harvard law Professor Alan M.
Dershowitz.
There is no love lost between
Prof. Finkelstein and Prof.
Dershowitz. The two noted
scholars have repeatedly
attacked each other in the past
few years, hurling accusations
at one another of plagiarism
and polemicism. They have taken adversarial stances on such issues as the Israeli lobby, anti-Semitism,
and the Israeli/Palestinian conflict.
According to Inside Higher Ed as well as a widely
disseminated report by Prof. Jon Wiener in The
'atiorr, P
~
tz
t to great Jen hs to
prevent the publication of Prof. Finkelstein's book

JOIN

Beyond Chutzpah: On The Misuse of Anti-Semitism
and the Abuse of History (University of California
Press, 2004). In those reports it indicates that
Prof. Dershowitz authorized what Prof. Wiener
described as "threatening letters" to the University
of California regents, the
University of California provost,
17 directors of the University of
California Press, and 19 members of the Press's faculty editorial committee. Even more, Prof.
Dershowitz also appealed to the
governor of California to stop
the publication of the book. But
all attempts by Prof. Dershowitz
failed. Neither the governor nor
the University of California Press
tried to stop the publication of
the book.
Butwhywould Prof. Dershowitz
go to such great lengths to stop
the publication of this book?
In
Beyond
Chutzpah,
Prof. Finkelstein takes Prof.
Dershowitz to task over his own
book, The Case for Israel (John
Wiley and Sons, 2003). Prof.
Finkelstein shows, with meticulous detail, irrefutably, that Prof. Dershowitz, in his
book, plagiarized substantial material from Joan
Peters' book, From Time Immemorial: The Origins
of the Arab-Jewish Conflict over Palestine.
All of this would be enough drama to sustain
discussion, but now a new twist in this rivalry has
Continued page 9

us!

Located just around the corner from the Graduate Center, stop by the rooftop
of La Quinta Inn and enjoy a drink or two along with a stunning view of the
Empire State Building nestled high above the streets of Manhattan

Bar
Open everyday from 5:30 p.m. onward. Located on the roof of La Quinta Inn on 32nd Street between 5th and 6th Avenues.

*mention the GC Advocate for available drink promotions
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Or: teaching with duende in the American classroom

these "kids" for a semester. I was surprised by their
It was one of those gray winter mornings when it
am trying to teach with my fullest potential. There
insight and appreciation of things about me and
was easy to forget the wonder of it all: that I live in
are times when I end up with less than that, but I
my teaching that I would not have thought they
New York City (for the third consecutive year, God,
know at least that I am faking it only, missing out
would care to see, let alone look for. They wrote
how time flies!), that I have a place of my own in
on the beat, on my students, on the magic in the
that they liked the fact that I paid them "respect;' classroom.
the Upper West Side of Manhattan (or "a room of
that I approached them as adults and treated them
my own:' rather, like Virginia Woolf would put it
At times I feel I could do without them: without
accordingly. They enjoyed the intellectual challenge
since my place is a "mini-studio" and that, too, by
teaching and without dancing. It would be nice to be
of my class, the questions that prompted them to
New York City standards .... ), that I walk to Hunter
on a comfortable fellowship at Columbia or NYU,
look closer and closer to a literary text. As one of the
College every morning through Central Park and
focusing on my research and making faster headway
comments put it, due to my class, a student learned
it takes me a maximum of twenty minutes to get
in my program. I would not be running around, preto be more "introspective:' (I kept repeating to them
there. (Does it get any better? My colleagues, who
paring lesson plans in the last possible minute, and
that the whole world is a text, and we are all readers
commute from Brooklyn or Queens or Long Island,
I could probably divert from a peanut-butter sandof it, suggesting that to look at ourselves as complex
I'm sure, think I am a spoilt brat.) I felt tired of
wich diet that makes it possible for me to pay for my
texts, walking ones, might be quite an interesting
the long winter, of going through the motions of
dance classes in the city. But then again, I remember
mental exercise.) Probably the comment I enjoyed
teaching yet again when my own coursework was
the words of my chairperson "down South;' where I
the most, nevertheless, the one that really made me
lagging behind, of counting the days till my next laugh out loud was the following one:
got my first American MA. He was teaching courses
paycheck arrives, etc. Oh, the joys of graduate life in
in
English Romanticism while playing in a jazz band
"Great
Professor!
the metropolis, I thought as I entered "our" office, I have never read so
on the side. In his welcoming speech
shared by twenty-something "adjunct faculty" at much in a term of
addressed to us, incoming MA students
Hunter. I was going to promptly try and clean up at school and I enjoyed
at Auburn University, he said something
least part of the communal mass, remembering that doing it. She is cool
FROM THE FRONT
like, "Focus on your studies, plan ahead
my Mom would disown me from across the ocean
so
that you get done in the most efficient
and knows how to relate to students of any age. She
if I sat down to work amidst discarded paper towels
way possible, but do not forget in the meantime to
also never did her flamenco dance or gypsy dance, I
and food leftovers scattered on the computer-desks. don't remember which one it was:•
do something else, something non-academic. You
Before doing that, however, I reached into my mailwill be a better student and a better scholar as a
I never thought it would register. I never thought
box to pull out a bulkier bunch that filled up most of
result:' I try to keep his words in mind as I am pushthey would even remember what I told them about
the place within. ''.A.ha, student evaluations;' I realing my way through snowstorm or rain to the runmy dancing Flamenco. I thought they would be so
ized, and sat down demurely to look over them. I
down dance studio on 8th Avenue and 46 th Street in
immersed in their own issues that anything unrelatdid not expect too many heart-warming comments;
ed to their wellbeing in the course, their grade, they Manhattan. I want to focus on them as I sweat my
I have to some degree got used to the fact that I will
will discard as unimportant. The fact is, however, heart out during those summer days when we pracnever really ace it with my students. I will get really
tice without air conditioning, wflile the smog and
that my students had been watching me all throughthe smell of melting asphalt drifting through the
nice feedback, luckily from my most intelligent
out the semester, many of them reading me as a
ones, who seem to appreciate my "style:' There are text, precisely the thing I was trying to teach them open windows come together to create the realitymany, however, who think I am too harsh a rader, do better. They noticed things not just about their effect of a tiny Flamenco studio in Madrid or Seville.
too stuck with "no fun•
Most of all, I cling to them when it seems that there
teach instead of the "kool" stuff, etc. The other day often pulled up my guards and retreate e in my
ona or
I checked out my scores on "ratemyprofessor.com" shield of authority so that I do not let them get too city 1 , r wa
financial
security,
I
have
to
hold
myself
up
tall.
Just
only to find out, to my heartache, that I have lost the close. I also remembered another set of evaluations
as
my
dance
instructor
says,
with
her
special
mixred pepper icon that was meant to show that I was from the previous semester and the one remark
"hot:' Oh, well, I sighed and told my Mom, who is a that stood out from all and touched me the most. ture of Spanish and English: "Stand up, right, with
teacher herself, over the phone, that my American My student wrote that I was teaching the course nipples to the sky!" This is it, ultimately, the dance
students are losing their appreciation of my Eastern with "refined passion;' and I was moved by his/her and the life I chose because of a weird mixture of
European charm and that my schooldays in socialist discernment of "refinement" as such, of using the karma and individual will, and I do both of them,
Romania were indeed "no fun" by American student term in a context that involved me. The passion for live and dance, with similar trepidation and similar
standards, but I have acquired a solid education I teaching is there, I nodded, not always, but most of exhilaration because I know that they are the only
rely on even today, and could I please get the same the time. But in what exactly did he or she notice authentic ways for me to be myself, after all.
There are days wh~n I step into the classroom
respect that I paid all through my undergraduate that quality I was so proud to claim as my own, now
with
my Flamenco posture, and I tell my students
days to my own professors?
that he/she had granted me the opportunity to do
as
well
to straighten their shoulders, tighten their
Gradually, however, while leafing through my so: the craftsmanship that comes from endless pracbelly
and
hold their chest wide and open. We laugh
evaluations, I started feeling more and more awake; tice, shaping, forming that creates a refined product
and we can all hold it up for a couple of minutes.
my students' handwritten comments made my day of any kind?
Gradually,
however, they let go and relax back into
increasingly better. (Students, I have come to the
In Flamenco, they call it "duende;' a word that their former stooping postures and former selves.
realization, can do that to you; they can make your could mean passion, spirit, love for the dance, or all
day or ruin it.) I was holding in my hands probably of these together. When one dances with "duende;' I watch them sit there, most of them in their late
the best evaluations I have ever received, but what one lives the dance to the fullest and goes through teens and early twenties, trying to figure out life on
really made me enjoy the moment was not the fact the fire and depth that I associate with "real" their own terms, getting over blunders, making the
that they were so positive. Rather, it was my under- Flamenco. I do not know if I have ever danced like next attempt at growing up. I cheer for them silently
standing of the intricate relationship I had had with this, all I know is that I have been trying, the way I as I hope to teach them, through literature, about a
few more steps in the dance of life. ■
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dollars than it was in my first year at
CUNY, when I was a complete novice
who was still in school.
To be fair, back in 1986 there were
no paid office hours for adjuncts. But
since September 2002, all adjuncts
with at least six hours on one campus
have been paid for an extra hour per
week for office hours and/or professional development. When I was an
adjunct, I generally taught nine hours
on one campus and six hours on a
second campus, and if I had the same
schedule now, I'd get two additional
paid hours. Added to a 15-hour teaching load, these two extra hours would
give me a 13% pay boost, and I'd climb
out of the red in relation to my initial
rate, Instead I'd now be making 5%
more than I was back in the fall 1986
term.
What accounts for this pay stagnation? One key factor is across-theboard increases that have often been
less than the inflation rate. There
have been five PSC-CUNY contracts
over the past two decades. O nly one
of the five provided across-the-board
in rea e that exceeded the inflation
rate in the metropolitan New York
area (see Figure 1).
All members of CUNY's instructional staff are harmed by belowinflation across-the-board increases.
However, adjuncts often suffer substantially greater financial damage
than full-timers. Understanding why
requires an understanding of CUNY's
complex salary schedule system.

face glance may make it appear that
both groups suffer equally when the
across-the-board pay hikes tall below
the inflation rate.
But unlike new full-timers, new
adjuncts are rarely able to negotiate
placement on a step beyond the bottom one for their titles. And unlike
full-timers in professorial lines,
adjuncts aren't expected or encouraged to do the academic research that
leads to promotions. Adjuncts who
would like to do research frequently
lack the time and resources to do so.
Full-time assistant professors often
earn promotions to the associate professor rank; it's not common for an
adjunct assistant professor to become
an adjunct associate professor.
Even if you eliminate the issue of step
placement and promotions, adjuncts
take a harder hit from below-inflation raises because they receive step
increases only once every three years.
These tri-annual step increases aren't
frequent enough to compensate for
inflation's bite. But full-timers, who
receive step increases annually for a
significant period of time, are partially
cushioned when inflation erodes the
value of each step on the salary ladder.
Imagine two assistant professors, one
adjunct and one full-time, both hired
in September 2002. Step one for a fulltime assistant professor in September
2002 was $35,031; step one for an
adjunct assistant professor hired at
the same time was $60.79. According
to the tables from the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, inflation between September

Most full-time titles in the PSC con-

2 002 and Feb ruary 2007,

tract have salary schedules with 13 to
16 steps. When full-timers are hired,
they negotiate placement on one of
these steps. After a year and a half on
the job, they typically receive their first
step increase, which takes them to the
next rung on their salary ladder. They
then receive annual step increases
until they reach the third-to-last step.
At this point they typically must wait
five years until getting the pay rate on
the second-to-last step; once on the
penultimate rung, they typically wait
two years until reaching the top step.
When full-timers are promoted to
a higher-level title, they are placed on
a rung on a new salary schedule with
higher pay rates, and promoted fulltimers climb their new salary schedules until they reach the top step.
Once full-timers reach the top of the
salary schedule for their title, they
receive no further step increases.
By contrast, adjuncts have salary
schedules with just four or five steps,
and go up one step only after three
consecutive years on the job. Like
full-timers, adjuncts receive no further step increases once they have
reached the top of the salary schedule
for their job title, and like full-timers,
they can get promoted to a higherlevel title with a more generous salary
schedule.
Each time there is a new contract,
every step on every salary schedule
- for both full-timers and adjuncts
- is increased by the amount of the
across-the-board increases. So a sur-

the latest month for which
figures are available, has
been 15.16%. Adjust the
starting pay rates for inflation and compare them
with what each assistant
professor is earning today.
The numbers are quite
stark (see Figure 2).
Because it's extremely
unusual for a full-time
assistant professor to start
at step one, the comparison above is an artificial
one. Initial placement
for new full-timers varies quite a bit, and those
in the humanities tend to
be placed on lower steps
than those in the sciences. While looking through
the Chancellor's Reports
that document the initial
salaries of full-timers, I
found that step six was a
relatively common placement for full-timers in the
humanities. Therefore it
seems fair to compare an
adjunct initially placed on
step one with an adjunct
initially placed on step six
(see Figure 3).
I don't begrudge the
full-timer the 10.22%
real-dollar raise. As this
faculty member now has
4.5 years of experience,
the increase amounts to
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just 2.27% per year. That's very modest, and so is the current pay rate of
$55,224, which doesn't go very far in
a city as expensive as ours and is far
less than the salaries of most highly
educated New York professionals.
Moreover, when you adjust for inflation, my sample assistant professor
earns less than someone on the same
step did four and half years ago. He
also earns less than a current New
York City public school teacher with
4.5 years of experience and an MA
plus 30 credits.
However, this assistant professor is
not earning less in real dollars than
he himself was earning in September
2002. Between then and now he has
received four step increases, which
have enabled his real-dollar pay rate
to climb at a slow pace.
The full-timer's financial situation
is troubling but the adjunct's situation
is utterly untenable. After 4.5 years of
experience, this teacher with a doctorate is actually earning less in real
dollars than she was when she was
hired. She has only received one step
increase during her time at CUNY,
and it was not large enough to put a
noticeable dent in her below-inflation
· -therd rai e
Similar dichotomies exist between
full-timers and adjuncts at all ranks.
Crunch the numbers for an adjunct
and a full-timer at the same rank who
were hired at the same time at any
point over the last 20 years. Today the
full-timer will probably be earning
less in real dollars than a full-timer

at the same rank and step was 10, 15,
and 20 years ago. She is also likely to
earn less right now than a New York
City public school teacher with the
same years of teaching experience
and lesser academic credentials. But
her pay today will be considerably
higher than her own starting salary
in real dollars. The adjunct, however,
will either be earning less or about the
same in real dollars as he was when he
first came to CUNY - even if he has
been in the system for 20 years.
CUNY management may want the
university's public face to be the fulltime faculty members whose p hotographs grace the advertisements
in CUNY's Look At Whos Teaching
at CUNY public relations blitz. But
according to CUNY's own statistics,
in the Fall 2006 term the faculty consisted of 6,251 full-timers and 8,894
adjuncts. These adjuncts - 58. 7% of
the faculty
teach the bulk of the
introductory courses and a sizable
chunk of the upper-level undergraduate courses.
CUNY employs such a large number of adjuncts because adjuncts cost
much less than full-timers. As time
goes on, adjuncts become even more
f
barg, ·
v
ll- · ers
with the same number of years in
the system. For a fiscally-conservative long-term planner, adjuncts are
a dream come true. But adjuncts can
anticipate more of a financial nightmare: their future prospects are for
wage stagnation at best and downward mobility at worst. ■

Figure 2. Assistant Vs. Adjunct Professors, 2002-2007
■

$4 5,533

September 2002 pay rate,
converted to today's dollars
□ Spring 2007 pay rate

$ 70.01

Full-time Assistant Professor
hired in 2002 on Step One
(per year)

$68.59

Adjunct Assistant Professor
hired in 2002 on Step One
(per contracted hour)

Figure 3. Assistant Vs. Adjunct Professors, 2002-2007
$55,224

$50, 102

Full-time Assistant Professor
hired in 2002 on Step Six
(per year)

II September 2002 pay rate,
converted to today's dollars
□ Current Pay Rate

Adjunct Assistant Professor
hired in 2002 on Step One
(per contracted hour)

Going Without
Grad students face increasingly tough choices over health care
DENISE TORRES

Across the country 'Cover the Uninsured Week;
observed April 23 through April 29, will serve as
a platform to debate, discuss, and demand health
insurance coverage for the uninsured. Much media
attention was garnered on the issue last year, as
reports indicated that 47 million were uninsured
and an additional 16 million had inadequate coverage. Yet because estimates vary depending on the
system used, others suggested that the US had over
48 million uninsured at any point in time by 2004.
This crisis in coverage is a concern for everyone, but
particularly pressing for graduate students who are
often not covered through employment, financial
aid, or significant others and yet earn too much to
be eligible for public insurance programs.
The Health Issues Committee (HIC), formed
during our own more immediate crisis around The
Graduate Center Wellness Center, has been working
diligently to identify and address the student body's
concerns. With the GC moving away from mandatory insurance coverage and toward finding cheaper
alternatives than the plan currently available, more
students may be able to afford coverage. In an
informal survey conducted by the HIC in 2005, 26%
of the 690 students who responded reported not
having any health insurance. While the poll was
quickly launched and implemented and had a very
low response rate the findings are consistent with
local rates of the uninsured and other college programs. According to the United Hospital Fund, 22%
of the residents of New York City are completely
without insurance. A Florida State University poll
conducted in 2004 found that as much as 30% of
graduate students enrolled at the university were
not covered by health insurance. A more recent
study at the University of Arkansas found that 40%
of the graduate students that responded were uninsured although, according to The Arkansas Traveler
the national average is 20-30%. So, while locating a
cheaper and more comprehensive plan is a step in
the right direction, the reality is that this problem
is in fact more systemic and one we will continue
to face while studying and even as we enter the
marketplace.
As graduate students and part-time employees,
often working as adjunct lecturers from semester
to semester without any job security, many of us
do not have access to the same benefits as fulltime, salaried, or permanent workers. However,
the increased prevalence of non-standard workers (e.g., part-time, temporary, fee-for-service or
contract employment arrangements) is not specific
to academia but part of a global push for minimal
government, decentralized services, and expanded
markets. In the efficiency and productivity driven
reforms stimulated by the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, public goods, such
as education and health, are looked upon solely as
commodities and products. So, to reduce costs and
increase profits in bringing these services 'to market' workforce reductions, containment of personnel costs, and ultimately any variety of outsourcing
is used. If you're unsure what this really means,
think Walmart. Their reliance on part-time workers
with few benefits to keep down costs is emblematic
of the larger squeeze.
In the US, the Census Bureau's 2004 statistics
found that approximately a quarter of the work
force has become "non-standard" with significant
health consequences. Besides the obvious implications for income-security, studies published by The
Commonwealth Fund in 2005 indicate non-standard workers' access to employer-based benefits is
diminishing with 60% down from 70% in the late

1970s having insurance. As well, these workers
are becoming increasingly dependent on health
insurance benefits offered through the government
or their spouses, with 41 % experiencing a lapse in
insurance at some point in the year
A number of students who responded to a recent
post on the DSC website asking for health insurance
concerns talked about being underinsured or experiencing a lapse in coverage and the toll this has had
on their ability to focus on completing their respective programs. One, Ellen Zitani, avoided incurring
thousands of dollars of health related costs when
covered for a short-time by GHI, but is now faced
with the stress of being underinsured. Zitani said:
Unfortunately I am again, currently uninsured
except for a hospitalization policy. I have bought
a hospitalization policy that will cover accidents
and injuries, but cannot afford (again) the insurance
that would enable me to go to see a doctor should
the need arise ... routine care [is not covered]. With
the cost of living, the demands on our time as students and teachers, I simply could not keep my
second job and succeed at The Graduate Center.
Another student, working as an adjunct who

asked to remain anonymous tells a story of having
learned she was not covered when her insurance
company refused to pay thousands of dollars in
surgery costs. She said that she was dropped from
coverage three days before her surgery.
No one at the college, Human Resources, or PSC
had told me. With a fat hospital bill, it was too late
to get any other affordable coverage retroactively.
Therefore, [I] am scrambling to get COBRA, which
costs about half my teaching salary.
While this student has since learned she was in
fact covered, she spent an inordinate amount of
stress and time that could have been better spent
meeting academic demands, navigating an impersonal and labyrinthine benefits and health insurance system.
The PSC-CUNY Welfare Plan offers adjuncts
currently teaching at least two courses per semester
CUNY-wide, access to good quality health insurance. Yet, maintaining this coverage, as you can see,
requires students to spend an inordinate amount
of time focused on their health care needs rather
than their academic or professional responsibili-

Continued page 8

AmJAL LfflER FROM
A COLLEGE GRADUATE TO HIS MOTHER
CONCERNING LEGAL AND ILLEGAL DRUG usr
November 15, 2006

It has been eight years since I entered high school on the heels ot your famous
advice about drugs: "Johnny- be skeptical and, most of all, be safe." Although I'd
like to tell you that I never needed your advice because I never encountered drugs,
I'd prefer to be as honest with you as you have been with me
Just as you predicted, I spent high school and college navigating a highly
experimental teenage drug culture. While some of the substances that I encountered were illegal, like marijuana, cocaine, and Ecstasy, many were not, like alcohol,
cigarettes, and Ritalin . Because you explained that a drug's legality does not mean
that it is better or worse for me, I approached every substance with skepticism,
moderation and common sense.
Our household mantra of 'safety first' guided me through a maze of difficult
decisions, particularly in college where alcohol use and abuse is widespread.
Because you didn't lie or exaggerate the risks of drug use, I took your warnings
seriously. I always made plans for sober transportation; I refused to leave friends
alone if they were highly intoxicated; and I was never afraid to call home if I found
myself in a dangerous situation.
Of course you advised me not to use drugs, but as an expert in the field, you
knew that I was likely to experiment. Most parents panic in response to this likelihood, but you and Dad remained levelheaded: You didn't impose rigid rules that
were bound to be broken, and you didn't bombard me with transparent scare
tactics. Instead you encouraged me to think critically and carefully about drug use.
When I inquired, you armed me with truthful, scientifically based information from
which I could make my own decisions. This was excellent practice for adulthood,
and we built a loving relationship based on trust and truth.
Mom, your work does so much more than teach parents how to talk to their
kids about drugs; your work keeps parents and kids communicating at a time when
most kids shut their parents out. Our relationship is a perfect example. For never
ceasing to communicate with me, even when I tried to shut the door on you, and
for tirelessly keeping me, my sisters, and so many other kids safe, thank you .

Common Sense for Drug Policy
www.CommonSenseDrugPolicy.org www.DrugWarFacts.org
www.ManagingChronicPain.org www.MedicalMJ.org
www.TreatingDrugAddiction.org
info@csdp.org
* Above is an unedited, unsolicited letter to Marsha Rosenbaum, Ph.D. from her son John.
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is a lot like looking for the proverbial
tantships or remaining in the precari- balloon.
President George W. Bush, in his needle in the haystack. Additionally,
ous position of adjuncts in order to
Continued from 7
keep their health insurance coverage. 2007 State of Union Address, promot- health -premium differentials across
ties. Chong Wojtkowski, Co-Chair of Although these dilemmas are funda- ed a tax incentive to expand private groups and communities are not taken
Student Affairs of the DSC, spoke to mentally the result of being a graduate insurance coverage and improve por- into account. The insured would need
student, and may seem to come with tability. Basically, the proposal calls to pay insurance costs up-front and
this dilemma directly, saying:
for the reporting of employer-sponI had spent my first year at The the territory, they echo the challenges
then apply for a tax refund. Hence,
Graduate Center without any form that many of us will face when we sored health insurance as income in those who cannot afford insurance
of health insurance ... after teaching enter fully into our respective fields as exchange for a standard deduction
($7,500 individuals/$15,000 families) are offered a deduction they cannot
two classes at Hunter, two semes- employees.
ters in a row, I finally qualified for
Increasingly, employment-based where the employee would receive the use. Given the fact that tax deductions
the Professional Staff Congress's health insurance is being eroded: from entire deduction even if the employ- benefit higher income households the
Welfare Plan. Empire Blue ... is a fan- 2000 to 2004 the number of American er spends less, but t_h e deduction most, a tax credit would have been
tastic program; gynecological visits,
workers covered by employers regard- remains unchanged if the employer more relevant and appropriate to
primary care visits, and prescripspends more. low and moderate income earners.
tion drugs and more are all covered less of status
The intent is to President Bush's proposal is not the
decreased
from
Grad
students
too
often
with co-pay and up until a year ago,
spur
competino deductible. For this I pay noth- 64% to 60%. Data
answer. Waiting for the results of the
have
to
decide
between
tion as employing, just my union dues. For this sources consisnext presidential campaign is not the
ers and workreason, each time my department tently indicate
a guaranteed fellowship
has offered me a Graduate Teaching that
ers alike would answer; the answer is campaigning for
approxiFellowship, which would increase mately a fifth of
be encouraged coverage.
income or remaining in
my adjunct salary by a couple thouThis crisis in health insurance led
to identify and
the uninsured
sand dollars, and guarantee me two
purchase less- in 2003 to the launching of "Cover
is the precarious position of
courses at Hunter, I have categori- population
expensive insur- the Uninsured Week:' Organized
cally refused. This is because there is working. One of
adjuncts
to
keep
their
health
ance. Through by a diverse group of organizations
no provision for health insurance for the reasons frethis
plan, including the Robert Wood Johnson
GTF or Graduate Assistants A or B. quently cited for •
the Treasury Foundation, the AFL-CIO, Service
One earns quite a bit more money, this high per- insurance coverage.
but the costs of CUNY's only health centage of uninDepartment Employees International Union,
plan equals the additional money sured employees is, of course, the estimates that five (5) of the 47 milHealthcare Leadership Council,
one earns as a GTF (fancy that!).
fact that the cost of health insur- lion uninsured would gain access to
United Way of America, National
Often, however, students are not ance premiums have, according to the coverage.
Council
of La Raza, and the W.K.
Beyond the obvious fact that 42 milaware of the tradeoffs needing to be Commonwealth Fund, increased 87%
made. Ellen Zitani noted:
between 2000 and 2006. Meanwhile lion people would remain uninsured; Kellogg Foundation, the campaign
I had thought that I would get insur- the rate of inflation from January 2000 by focusing on market solutions rath- encourages events and activities to
ance from adjuncting two semesters to December 2006 was less than a er than on comprehensive coverage, raise awareness and mobilize for
in a row, but only recently found out quarter of that at 19.55 %. At the same the plan fails to consider a number change. Closer to home, the Wellness
that Chancellor's Fellows are not time, employers are increasingly turn- of key problems. In particular, insur- Center will be hosting its Annual
allowed to get insurance from the ing to high deductible health insur- ance costs are based on risk and for
Health Fair on Tuesday, May 8th.
PSC like other adjuncts.
ance plans or discount cards as they individuals with more than minimal Come take advantage of free health
Hence, students too often have to attempt to continue to offer some risk or with a history of pre-existing
services, get involved, and join the
decide between a guaranteed income level of coverage as health care costs conditions finding low-cost insurance
debate. ■
in the form of fellowships and assis-

Health Care

Feeling Tortured by Writer's Block?
Not Making Progress on your Thesis, Dissertation or Book?

Get the Help you need.
Dr. Rose McAloon 212-66
www.writersblocknyc.com

MAUI

TACOS

F.l?E:.s11. W·E·~ •·C4M Fo·o9)
WIT·II ~j\.lJITIJ·t>E·

Burritos, Quesadillas.
Soft & Hard Tacos.
Salsa Bar & Nachos
Taco Salad

Activist Culture and the
State of Radical Art

Beer, Wine &'
Great Margaritas

Orders prepared
to your palate

OPEN 7 DAYS
10-10
Space Available For
Parties & Meetings

330 5th Avenue
Between 32 nd & 33 rd Street

212-868-9720
Tuesday, April 24, 6:30 - 8:00pm

1/2 block from the Empire State Buildlng

Martin E. Segal Theatre

FREE DELIVERY WITH ORDER
OF $10.00 OR MORE

The Graduate Center, CUNY
th
365 Fifth Ave (btwn 34th & 35 )
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

No registration. Please arrive early for a seat. 212-817-2005 J
ch@gc.cuny.edu
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Please place your order at least 30 minutes in advance
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Finkelstein
Continued from 4
emerged. Prof. Dershowitz has been active in preventing DePaul University from granting tenure
to Prof. Finkelstein. Last fall, with Prof. Finkelstein
up for tenure, Prof. Dershowitz sent DePaul Law
School faculty and members of the Political Science
department a letter dated October 3 2006 as a
"dossier of Norman Finkelstein's more egregious
academic sins, and especially his outright lies, misquotations, and distortions:'
According to The Chronicle of Higher Education,
which conducted a telephone interview with Prof.
Dershowitz on Wednesday, April 4, 2007, Prof.
Dershowitz confirmed that he had sent the information to "everybody who would read it:' He said
he had compiled the material at the request of some
two-dozen DePaul students, alumni, and faculty
members who were concerned with the prospect of
Prof. Finkelstein receiving tenure.
When asked by The Chronicle what he hoped
to achieve by sending out the letter, he replied,
"Revealing the truth - all I'm doing is disclosing the
truth .. .lt would be a disgrace to DePaul University
if they were to grant tenure. It would make them
the laughing stock of American universities ... His
scholarship is no more than ad hominem attacks on
his ideological enemies:'
Prof. Dershowitz further added in the Chronicle
interview, "I think, by every standard, he's worse
than Ward Churchill ... He's a propagandist, not a
scholar:'
Prof. Dershowitz's meddling in the assessment of
tenure for Prof. Finkelstein has caused grave concerns among the faculty of DePaul University.
In an email message sent to The Chronicle of
Higher Ed, dated April 4, Gil Gott, a professor of
International Studies at DePaul who is chairman of
its Liberal Arts and Sciences' Faculty Governance
council stated that the matter had been taken up in

a meeting on November 17, 2006. At the time Mr.
Gott was not then chair of the council.
According to the minutes of the session, the
council voted unanimously to authorize a letter to
DePaul's president, Dennis H. Holtschneider, and
the university provost, Helmut P. Epp, along with
the president of Harvard University and the dean
of Harvard Law School. In the letter the council
expressed its "dismay at Professor Dershowitz's
interference in Finkelstein's tenure and promotion
case" and further stated "the sanctity of the tenure
and promotion process is violated by Professor
Dershowitz's emails:'
The disturbing point of this tenure issue could
very well be the lack of regard that both Dean
Suchar, Prof. Dershowitz and the dozen or so faculty, and students that Prof. Dershowitz sent his "dossier" have for true diversity in a university setting.
Academics who teach and write on the areas of
culture and politics can seem quite controversial.
This is doubly applied when one is referring to such
fields as Latin America, women's studies, ethnic
studies, and Middle Eastern studies. In these areas a
polemical tone is not unusual, nor would it discredit
the underlying scholarship of a lecturer.
Tenure does and should exist to allow scholars
the opportunity for candid intellectual pursuits
without a fear of attack on their scholarship. It is
heartening to note that in its unanimous decision
to grant Prof. Finkelstein tenure, the CPC, although
concerned with his tone and personal attacks (i.e.
the Dershowitz feud), realized that the most important aspect in granting tenure was what even
Dean Suchar stated in his memorandum that Prof.
Finkelstein's work was "... consistent with the academy and [gave] evidence of a passionate scholarship
of high standard:'
Many academics, to be sure, from other universities are watching this tenure drama play out and
are looking on with great concern with regards to
academic freedom for the future. Letters of support

for Prof. Finkelstein from both inside the DePaul
faculty and other institutions, as well as current and
former students, have been pouring in.
The American Association of University Professors
has objected and explicitly challenged the use of
such criteria as "collegiality" in tenure and promotion evaluations, precisely because these terms are
subject to a wide variety of interpretations. "We
would like to remind you;' writes Zachary Lockman,
President of the Middle East Studies Association of
North America (MESA), in a letter to Rev. Dennis
H. Holtschneider, president of DePaul University,
"the American Association of University Professors
clearly stipulates that scholars are to be evaluated
strictly on the basis of their scholarship's academic
merit and their teaching-not on their collegiality,
nor on whether some may deem their scholarly
work too controversial:'
As of this writing, no conclusion has been reached
with regard to Prof. Finkelstein's tenure. However,
one is expected by the end of May 2007.
When The Chronicle of Higher Education contacted Prof. Finkelstein with regards to the status
of his case. He responded that his department had
investigated the claims of Prof. Dershowitz and
"concluded that none of the scholarly allegations
that Dershowitz leveled against me had any merit:'
Further Prof. Finkelstein said, "DePaul is in a growth
mode, and they see me as an albatross because
they're getting all this negative publicity because of
me. And they want to get rid of me. And now the
question is, what's going to prevail? The principles
of fairness, the principles of academic freedom, or
power and money in the form of a mailed fist:'
As other academics look on in worried fascination with regards to this controversy one can't help
but be a bit disappointed with the crusade of Prof.
Dershowitz and the enabling of Dean Suchar to
stifle academic freedom and the desire to raise the
level of debate on our nation's campus' and in the
country as a whole. ■
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folk singer Joan Baez, linguist and
nonconformist Noam Chomsky, and
S748
"beat" legend Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
BILLION
the Indochina war tax resistance grew
• Hea~h/Hurnan Sen.-,ces
• Soc Sec.Administration
from a little more than 200 in the
• Education Dept.
•
Food/Nu trition programs
mid-60's to upwards of 20,000 by the
• Hou, ng & Urb.tf' Dev.
•
L.i
bor Dept
early 70's with telephone tax resisters
• ot her human resources
existing in even greater numbers. The
movement became so popular that
in the late 60's, The War Resisters
League, founded in 1923, had to found
the National WTR, War Tax Resisters
as a sister resistance group.
Further support for war tax resisters came in 1982, in the form of a
new coalition of groups with common
goals known as the National War Tax
Resistance Coordinating Committee.
The NWTRCC, pronounced "new
trick" provides material and moral
support for tax resisters and advice
BILLION
• Veterans' Benefits
for those considering becoming tax
$85 b1ll1on
• Interest on national
resisters.
debt $376 b,11,on (80%
esL to be created by
According to NWTRCC, there are
military spending)
two possible arguments you can present to the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) for your refusal to pay taxes on
grounds of your conscience objection
to war. According to Principle IV of
the Nuremberg Principles: "The fact
that a person acted pursuant to order
of his government or of a superior
does not relieve him from responsibility under international law, provided
The pie chart (right) is the government view of
a moral choice was in fact possible
the budget. This is a distortion of how our in•
come taX dollars are spent because it includes
to him:' This would not only excise
Trust Funds (e.g .• Social Security), and the exMennonites and Quakers and any
penses of past military spending are not distin•
gu,shed from nonmilitary spending. For a more
other genuine individuals who have
accurate representation of how your Federal ina moral opposition to supporting war
come
dolar
tperlt.Jaqi,J-----~
in any way, but would actually indem..-w.
f'n• fe?J.6.200.1
'-"'1 t)tnce of M
•'41 8~er
nify them for not acting in accordance
Medicare 12%
to their beliefs. Another possible tax
loophole is the fact that the 16th protest include levies, fines, audits, Volpe spent a four-month stint in jail
Amendment, the tax amendment, was seizure of property, and possible pris- for refusing to file tax returns. Since
supposedly not legally ratified and on time. During the 80's there was Volpe's sentence in 1983, members of
that filing the forms violates the 5th a resurgence of property seizures in the community had not been bothamendment right against bearing wit- response to the growing numbers of ered by government officials until this
ness against yourself, not to mention war tax resisters. Since 1999, there more recent action.
the fact that the IRS is reputed to have been no cases of property seiPresiding U.S. Federal District
violate 4th Amendment injunctions zure, but this doesn't mean that the Judge, Jerome B. Simandle, recomagainst search and seizure as well as IRS is just looking the other way. mended that the government erase
violating rights to due process. As In December of 2004, Joe and Inge the amount owed to IRS and allow
sketchy as this sounds, occasionally Donato and Kevin McKee were con- them to pay an equal fine that would
the IRS finds it more profitable not to victed of "willful evasion" of federal not go to fund any war they refused
pursue legal recourse
taxes and "conspir- on moral grounds to materially supagainst such gadflies. "We would always
ing to defraud the port. The Donatos and Mr. McKee
One such objector is
have gladly paid our United States." agreed to this proposition, but the IRS
Bob Schulz. Mr. Schulz
The three were rejected it. "We would always have
began a hunger strike full share of taxes if
business partners gladly paid our full share of taxes if
on July 1, 2001, until
and members of a only the government could assure us
the government had only the government
small Bible study that the amount we paid would not go
given him a response
community
in to fund war making;' said Joe Donato.
and redress of griev- could assure us that
New Jersey num- "The lack of any provision like that
ances in regards to the
bering less than 50 forced us to either violate our religion
questionable legality the amount we paid
members known or risk being branded as criminals. At
of the income tax. Bob
as
the Restored that point, we saw no choice but to
would not go to fund
Schulz and the "We
Israel of Yaweh honor our beliefs:'
the People Project" war making."
Bible Community.
Founder of the National War Tax
also took out an ad
Mr. Donato and Resistance Coordination Committee,
in 2000 in USA Today
JOE DONATO Mr. McKee were
Ed Hedemann has not paid federal
addressing their points regarding the
sentenced to terms income taxes since 1970. He owes
dubious character of the IRS. Joseph of 27 and 24 months respectively and somewhere around $70,000 in back
Banister, former special agent of the Inge was sentenced to six months in taxes, all of which has been relegated
Criminal Investigation division of the prison. The Restored Israel of Yaweh to causes he believes in. "I run a risk
IRS, and Mr. Schulz hand-delivered Community has a history of war tax of getting in trouble for not paying
copies of the remonstrance to mem- resistance. The group was founded
my taxes, but not as big a risk as the
bers of the three branches of govern- by Leo J. Volpe, a WWII conscien- people of Iraq will suffer if I do pay:'
ment.
tious objector and draft resister who Hedemann receives notices often and
Possible penalties for this form of became a pacifist religious activist. occasionally receives personal calls
Page 10
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• Interest on debt (20%)
• T•casury
• Govcf'nment

penonncl

• Justice Dept.• S~1te Dept.
• Homela~d Secur ,y ( 17%)
• lntemanonal Affairs
• "IASA (50%)
• Jud,c11I
• Legis at ve
• ocher general govt.

SI 16
BILLION
• Agriculture
• Interior

• Transportarion
• Homeland Security ( 17%)
•HUD
• Commerce
• Energy (non-militar y)
• Env1ronmencat Procect1or
• Nat Scie,,ce Fdtn.
• Army Corps Engineers
• Fed. Comm. Commission

1

• other physical resources

• Milrtary Personnel $136 billion
• Operation & Maint. $2-49 billion
• Procurement $1 I I billion
• Research & Dev. $70 billion
• Construction $1 0 billion
• Family Housing $4 b1lhon
• DoD mr,c . $6 billion
• Retired Pay $52 billion
• DoE nuclear weapons $17 billion
• NASA (50%) $9 billion
• lntcrnat,onal Security $IO b1llron
• Homeland Secur. (m,htaryJ $31 brllion
• Exec . Office of President$ I bill,on
• other military (non-DoD) $ I billion

plus • • . anticipated supplemencal
war spending ,·equests of $20
billion in addition to the $1 ◄ I
billion for Iraq and Afghanistan
wars already incorporated into
figures above

from agents to his apartment. At one
point he was taken by the U.S. Justice
Department to Federal District Court

to ask why he should not be held in
contempt for not ivin information
to the IRS .
Hedemann refused the Vietnam
draft and believed from then on that
it was "inconsistent" to then pay for
others to die in his place. Like most
war resisters, he resists war personally
and refuses either to kill or pay to have
people killed in his name. "Not only
do I think the military actions the U.S.
is taking in Iraq and Afghanistan are
criminal, but I think the U.S. has done
more to increase the level of terrorism
in the world than any other country,
thus making the world far less safe for
Americans, Afghanis, Iraqis and others:' Hedemann refuses the 3 percent
federal telephone excise tax. The telephone excise tax was instated in 1898
to help fund the Spanish-American
War and is a popular means of war tax
protest, as the IRS usually finds it more
expensive to attempt legal action so
few cases are pursued. Hedemann also
refuses to pay any federal income tax.
According to Hedemann, it's impossible to get a definitive count of the
number of war tax resisters because
many war tax resisters don't always
contact NWTRCC or other groups.
But some estimate that 5,000-10,000
people are refusing to pay some or
all of their federal taxes to protest the
current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
This may be in part due to the
phenomenon observed by author of
"The Picket Line" blog and the DON
(Don't Owe Nothin') method of tax
resistance, David Gross. "I've done
some work in concert with NWTRCC
and with our local group (Northern

California War Tax Resistance) [but
overall] the tax resistance movement
isn't very tightly coordinated. It tends
to attract people who have an individualistic bent (coming from antiauthoritarian dissenter churches like the
Quakers, or American anarchism of
the Thoreauvian mold) ... and there's
a lot of ideological and tactical differences that discourage coordinated actions. Many conscientious tax
resisters are content to go at it alone
without ever reaching out to the community at large or organized tax resistance groups:'
In addition to groups such as The
War Resisters League and NWTRCC,
there are other groups, like the CMTC
Escrow account, that can provide support. War tax resisters can deposit money into the escrow account
where it can be later withdrawn to
pay off debts. There is also the War
Tax Resisters Penalty Fund, which
has reimbursed over $185,000 to over
280 war tax resisters to help resisters
pay for interest and fines imposed by
the IRS. Presently under consideration, H.R. 2631, called the Religious
Freedom Peace Tax Fund, would possibly give an alternative for conscientious objectors to have their taxes
funneled into nonmilitary funds. The
problems with the Peace Tax Fund,
however, are brought up by David
Gross, who says that "It's no good in
that it will not have any beneficial
effects - I that is, if the bill were to
become law, Congress would continue

to spend tax money in the
same terrible ways it would
otherwise, and all taxpayers, including the ones who
check the 'peace tax' box on
their forms, would in reality be contributing to all of
it just as before. In other
words, the ethical cover the
law gives 'peace tax' payers
is completely phoney:'
There already are methods of legally showing solidarity to the war resistance
movement financially. One
method of showing financial
solidarity in the war resistance movement is to boycott organizations that serve
as Defense Contractors. According to
the nonprofit group Center for Media
and Democracy's Source Watch there
are a large number of groups, some
of which include familiar names like
Boeing, The Carlyle Group, Exxon
Mobil, General Electric, HewlettPackard, IBM, Texas Instruments,
Verizon and many others, which contribute to war.
Another, perhaps more radical, and
certainly more Thoreauvian, method
of war tax resistance involves actually
living below the taxable income level.
Jessica Ramer, the author of the blog
"War Tax Resistance;' chooses this
method of war tax resistance. Ms.
Ramer works at a non-profit group
called the Kushi Institute for a modest
salary plus room and board to avoid

I

d

X

earning enough income to be taxed.
Another blogger, David Gross, also
came to the conclusion that it was
worth quitting his job and sacrificing
luxury to support his conscience.
Gross' blog "The Picket Line" outlines the DON or "Don't Owe Nothin"'
method of war tax resistance. The
method is one legal option for conscientious objectors to stop funding
the military. The DON method is a
non-confrontational, "by the book"
method of ensuring that your money
doesn't go to fund a war you don't
believe in. The method is not for
everyone and involves a lot of paperwork and complicity with the bureaucracy that some protestors may abhor
more than simply handing over their
dollars for guns. Information on this

kind of resistance is available at a link
at The Picket Line with NWTRCC's
PDF document "Low Income/Simple
Living as War Tax Resistance:'
For those who feel that passive
means of protest such as picket lines
and letters to members of Congress
is not enough, war tax resistance may
be a more direct route. Whether your
resistance comes in the form of refusing telephone tax, refusing a symbolic
portion, or all of your federal income
tax, or modifying your lifestyle to live
below taxable income, it is possible
to ensure congruency between your
beliefs and your wallet. For those seriously considering any method of war
tax resistance, a good starting point
is NWTRCC's website http:/ /www.
nwtrcc.org. ■
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This Is Not Some Joke, Like on 'The Daily Show'
MATT LAU

cal origins. Insofar as this is the case, the Event,
2005 marked the long overdue publication of English in its paradoxical "universal singularity;' is aligned
translations of Alain Badiou's magnum opus, Being with the Lacanian Real. One of the definitions
and Event (1988), and his more recent "little red of the Real, as that which always returns to its
book;' Metapolitics (1998). In the spring of that place, as that which remains the same in all posyear, I had the great displeasure - in Lacanian sible universes, allows Badiou to argue that French
terms, "the surplus enjoyment" - of seeing Badiou Revolution, Paris Commune, Russian Revolution,
lecture at the Deitch Project Art Gallery in Soho. Cultural Revolution are all so many names for the
The evening was full of ironies. Badiou speaks same "eternally recurrent" Truth Event.
But what can we say about Truth and Event if
English almost as poorly as I speak French: so when
they
are Real? In short, they are universal and yet
he pronounced the two words that are the very
also
deeply
subjective (Badiou quotes Paul Celan
heart of his philosophical edifice - "Being" and
"Event" - it sounded like he was hearing them for when he needs a definition of justice). Following a
the first time. (Judging from the number of hipsters four-fold theory of the subject proposed but never
in attendance, he wasn't the only one.) The second, developed by Louis Althusser, who has a chapter
almost etymologically precise irony was that Badiou all to himself in Metapolitics, for Badiou there are
was explaining his "Theory of Everything" by draw- four not fixed objective domains of the truth, but
ing diagrams (of the universe) on giant pieces dynamic subjective truth procedures: Science, Love,
Art, and Politics. For those
of white poster board, which
who might have the idea that
he then balanced on his head
something like 9/11 is a political
while panning his face around
Event for Badiou, think again.
the room. Predictably, in the
REVIEW
Unlike all the other truth-promiddle of us trying to deci•
Metapolitics,
by
Alain
Badiou
cedures, political Events are/
pher his fourth or fifth draw(Verso Books, 2006).
must involve the collective, the
ing, some hipster standing near
masses, the power of the people
myself and Advocate editor,
in
the
streets,
erecting
barricades, striking, etc:
James Hoff, muttered, "Those signs are French for
"Only
politics
is
intrinsically
required to declare
PowerPoint"; eliciting a few muted chuckles.
What happened next, however, was less foresee- that the thought that it is is the thought of all. This
able: the lecture ended shortly thereafter, and an declaration is its constitutive prerequisite. All that
unassuming, middle-aged gentleman near us let the the mathematician requires, for instance, is at least
hipster clown and his boyfriends know what's what, one other mathematician to recognize the validity
"They would have disappeared you for that in the of his proof. In order to assure itself of the thought
old days;' he dryly told them, "disrespecting a great that it is, love need only assume the two. The artist
party comrade like that:' He was right. He was also ultimately needs no one. Science, art and love are
a kind of living symbol for the spirit of Badiou's aristocratic truth procedures. Of course, they are
treatise on the possibilities and the principles of addressed to all and universalize their own singurevolution today. In Metapolitics, Badiou likes to larity. But their regime is not that of the collective.
talk about the big heroic occasions in leftist his- Politics is impossible without the statement that
tory and he likes to argue, improbably, for
the morality of their failures. The names Unlike all the
in Badiou's genealogy of heroes would
all be sitting in Guantanamo Bay, if they other truthwere alive today and Bush Inc got its wish:
Saint Just, Robespierre, Marx, Lenin, and procedures,
Mao. The singular Truth-Events identified with each of them were all betrayed political Events
by Thermidorean reactionaries. Thus
the inconvenient question: must the Left are/must involve
resign itself to the inevitability of defeat,
the collective, the
must it make do with the consolation prize
of moral victory, which is generally taped masses, the power
to the back of the Thermidorean ice pick?
This brings us to a brief but necessary of the people in the
overview of Badiou's system. For Badiou
there is a fundamental difference between streets, erecting
Knowledge and Truth: Knowledge is the
network of Being, where particulars - in barricades,
politics, people - are stabilized by the
striking, etc:
bankable signifying operations of existing
"knowable" power dynamics. In economic
terms, goods and services are being delivered ade- people, taken indistinctly, are capable of the thought
quately; in political terms, "the best;' the propertied that constitutes the post-evental political subject.
classes are firmly ensconced in the parliament This statement claims that a political thought is
buildings; and in terms of jouissance, the national topologically collective, meaning that it cannot exist
and/or ethnic identity of the country has been effec- otherwise than as the thought of all:'
A crucial phrase here is the parenthetical "taken
tively interpolated into citizens, filling the ontological void of the subject with its false contents: indistinctly:' It allows us to elaborate the difference
prejudices, biases, sub-cultural affiliations, and so between the heterogeneous multiplicity of the One
forth. All this is what Badiou would call a "hetero- of Knowledge, that can be taken distinctly, with
geneous multiplicity;' that can be "counted as One" each part thoroughly analyzable in its role in the
by the Ideological State Apparatuses. The Truth, division of labor servicing goods, in its unconscious,
on the other hand, is none of these. It is a mysteri- not yet class conscious position in the class struggle;
ous, wholly negative, "subtractive" dimension of and Badiou's counter-notion of a homogenous multhe political situation that cannot be "counted as tiplicity that can only be "taken indistinctly;' one
One;' that maintains a miraculous "supernumer- that cannot, or more precisely, that should not,
ary" relationship towards the field of Knowledge, ethically, be counted at all. If we start to count it
that cannot be reduced to any set of causal, empiri- we betray the Truth-Event that renders it uncount-
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able; it is literally no longer True, no longer properly
subjectivized, felt at a "gut-level" by the individual.
Another curious, provocative even, aspect of this
passage is that while it rules out the possibility of
9/11 as a political Event, it leaves room, diagnostically, for Stockhausen's infamous remark that 9/11
was a great work of art - a point echoed, in a different context, by Kurt Vonnegut, in his writings
about the firebombing of Dresden (which, not for
nothing, was experienced by Stockhausen firsthand
in his childhood).
It should come as more of a surprise, still, that
someone with such an inclusive and literally unanalyzable conception of the political Event, would be
such a forceful critic of democracy. Resurrecting
and then following Lenin, Badiou challenges today's
global consensus about democracy. Polemically,
Badiou asserts that today democracy is euphemism
for the rise of "Authoritarian Opinion;' for the reign
of "knowledges;' "cultures;' "tolerance;' and the very
absence of capital-T Truth from the political discourse. "Everything consensual is suspicious as far
as the philosopher is concerned;' Badiou reminds
us, while invoking the unlikely figure of Plato. He
then cites Lenin's two responses to opponents who
excused him of being undemocratic. First, Lenin
said that when the majority say democracy they
mean a specific variety, they mean bourgeois democracy rather than the sublime proletariat democracy,
for which the "Dictatorship of the Proletariat" is
only transitional formation. More importantly and
second, Lenin responded that bourgeois democracy
was merely a "form of State;' which therefore by
definition finds itself in opposition to the cause of
global human emancipation, which was and, for
Badiou, still is the raison d'etre for Leninist politics
in the first place, i.e. to make the State, along with
the injustices its founding and continuance entail,
"wither away'.'
Yet, this is not the whole story for
Badiou, democracy can have the dignity of a philosophical category if it
is completely synonymous with the
concept of equality or "social justice;'
the telos of all "eternally recurrent"
truth procedures. When democracy
is grasped this way it is emphatically
not a mere form of state, i.e. parliamentarianism. As a passage from
Aristotle's Politics he quotes reads,
"Everywhere, those who seek equality revolt:' In this case democracy
serves not opinion, but Truth; it is
unconditioned by opinion. Here, as
with his definition of political Event,
a brief reference to Mike Davis will be
instructive. In his recent analysis of
the midterm elections, Davis pointed
out a disquieting paradox: although
the Democrats rode a tide of antiwar
sentiment to power, they are in no
hurry to do anything fundamental to stop the war;
opting instead for half-measures like spending bills
that agree to finance the war for as long as another
100 billion dollars lasts "only" if "benchmarks" and
other measure of "progress" in Iraq are met - Bush
has already called their bluff with a promise to veto
any such bill. The only solution that Davis sees
for this failure of "Statist" democracy is to make
recourse to the Badiouian form - people power in
the streets: "Only mass protest, unfettered by the
Realpolitik of Howard Dean and Moveon.org can
shift the balance of power in Congress towards
a decisive debate on withdrawal:' At the same
time, however, Davis does not go far enough for
Badiou here, insofar as his idea both remains within
the "Statist" horizon of democratic measures (i.e.,
Continued page 15

Of the "Silly Women and the Striplings"
NIKHAIL BILWAKESH

one idea:• Petrulionis, in describing the "Dramatic
There was an element of abolitionism, neither Union" of the 1857 annual fair of the female aboli- great names for this cause, for almost all the anti
insignificant nor ignoble, which had less to do with tionist society, directed by the 25-year old Louisa Slavery treasure is in earthen vessels, and though a
black folk a thousand miles off, and more to do May Alcott, writes, "Twenty five years of ordinary diamond is as much a diamond in an old crockery
with grace at home. A type of reform happened in women at the helm of the antislavery movement ... bowl, as in a golden vase, yet men can much more
Concord via abolitionism that was inconsequent to had paved the way for Concord's young thespians, readily be made to look for the diamond in the vase"
(36).
formal abolition. Actual emancipation came about of both genders, to collaborate as the main enterWhile Brooks understood the value of such
rather suddenly as a strategic Presidential wartime tainment in a public forum" (127).
names
as Emerson's, she and others, including
gambit in late 1862. It seems that Sandra Harbert
Reading Mary Merrick Brooks lets us see a glimpse
William
Lloyd Garrison and Wendell Phillips,
Petrulionis' task and accomplishment in To Set This of gaming gossip that circulated around abolitionalways knew who made up the base of the moveWorld Right: The Antislavery Movement in Thoreau's ism, and while Petrulionis does
ment. When Samuel Hoar and
Concord, is not be to prove that the women about not make much of it, to do so is
John
Keyes scheduled a meeting
whom she writes ended slavery. Rather it is to say not to demean the movement
to denounce Wendell Phillips,
that these women worked for thirty years, and in so or Petrulionis' work. Consider
Keyes quoted St. Paul "about
REVIEW
doing, they constructed and instructed a reformed the letters that Brooks would
leading captive silly women,
Concord. They modernized Concord's revolution- send to ensure speakers, includ• To Set This World Right: The
&c.
&c:• and Hoar denigrated
ary sensibility and created a new type of suburban ing a goading one to Wendell
Antislavery Movement in
the "stripling" Phillips for his
town, an intellectually active and activist commu- Phillips: "The Hon. John Keyes
Thoreau's Concord by Sandra
arrogance. Phillips rose from
nity, a prototype of the "liberal college towns" one a few weeks after you were here
Harbert Petrulionis (Ithaca:
the audience, and addressed
finds peppering the United States today
got up and made the most gross
Cornell U Press, 2006, 233 pages)
his
critics as well as his audiDespite its title, this book is not about Thoreau's barefaced malignant misrepreence before him, lambasting the
Concord. Perhaps if the apostrophe was shifted sentation of your lecture I have ever heard callsilence of the Church on slavery: "Who ever heard
to the right, and we considered the town of Henry
ing you all kinds of hard names saying you were this subject presented, before the movement of the
David's sisters, aunt, and mother, we would have
a traitor to your country and deserved a traitor's
a more accurate description of the best this book fate" (32). When an event had been planned, her silly women and the striplings? The first speaker
has to offer. What began, according to Petrulionis, marketing ideas were innovative and ingenious: accused me of ambitious motives. I should have
as a project about fugitive slaves passing through "We think of having a Liberty tree, similar to your chosen another path to fame. I would say to you,
Concord, became "a story of influence and recov- Christmas tree, if we can collect articles enough to my young friends, who have been cautioned against
excitement, and advised to fold your hands in selfered lives-of little
ish
ease, throw yourselves upon the altar of some
known women and
noble cause" (37). It is a fitting passage, showing as
men whose activism
even the Democratic Concord Freeman admitted,
propelled
Thoreau
that the abolitionists "can be said to have at least the
and others in this
one
good effect of breaking the dull monotony of a
historic town to take
country life, if not rousing a spirit of inquiry among
a more public stand
the people" (37).
against slavery" (ix).
Petrulionis' book is a tight 159 pages of prose, but
As a story of influalmost
exactly halfway through the book, it takes a
ence, the book is not
sharp
pivot
in 1850: "Regrettably, the extant records
that convincing. As
such, it seems to come
Brooks and other female society members, is more
close to proposing
sparse during this decade than m previous years, evithat it was domestic
dence perhaps that the Fugitive Slave Law increased
nagging on the part of
not only their activities, but also their personal risk:'
the Thoreau women,
After
this point, the book becomes, more or less,
Lidian Emerson, and
a remix of Concord's greatest hits - the abolition
their neighbors, that
years,
with much of the narrative moving to Boston.
brought Waldo and
We
get
a rather arbitrary history, including an awkHenry into active abowardly
placed
W.E.B. DuBois description of Kansas
litionism. The book is
and an overview of Louis Agassiz' theory of polymuch more successful,
genesis.
Petrulionis turns her attention to Henry
useful, and interestDavid
Thoreau,
and many of her readings here are
ing, however, in following the women of Concord, put on it;' she writes to fellow abolitionist, Maria
astute.
Petrulionis
edited Thoreau's Journal from
and in particular, Mary Merrick Brooks, whose Weston Chapman, but follows up the business with
unpublished letters and other writings, well chosen some of her energetic and impassioned sentences 1854, and her juxtaposition of his natural observaand generously cited, go a long way towards show- that flash forth from her letters and have some of tions with his turn to militancy is interesting, but
ing us the interesting ways in which abolitionism, as the energy of another unpublished writer, Mary Henry Thoreau's prominence in this book seems
unjustified.
a movement, as an activity, happened for and to the Moody Emerson: "I don't know what is to set this
The final act of the book involves the rescue and
people of Concord.
world right it is so awfully wrong every where. I am removal of Franklin Benjamin Sanborn in the afterThe husband of congressman Nathan Brooks, sometimes tempted to turn Millerite and have the
who had voted to approve the United States' annex- business all done up quick" (33). In another letter: math of John Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry, and the
ation of independent Texas, Mary Brooks helped to "I want to do something mighty, tremble and earth- episode is a fitting climax as it marks a revolutionary
organize the Concord Female Abolitionist Society, quake, burst a volcanoe, or do something or other to and active communal effort, some dramatic work by
a community against the state, led by the women
one of many such local organizations formed in the attract attention to this said fair" (33).
who
had earlier led the abolitionist movement in
wake of the Grimke sisters' speaking tour in 1837.
Brooks' approach to Ralph Waldo Emerson was Concord. At this point, Mary Brooks re-enters the
Mary Brooks was neither a speaker nor a published appropriately ambivalent. Prior to his 1844 British
writer, but her prose is lively and interesting, and West Indies address, which many critics have called book in her narration of the events: ''.All the part
through Petrulionis' portrait of Brooks and Brooks' his inaugural antislavery speech, Brooks very plainly I had in the affair was to run down the street, in
own writing, we come to learn that abolitionism wrote to Loring Moody, "I hope Emerson will say a the first of it, crying murder, murder, help, help,
was not a dour business. There was ice cream, and word think he will. But we want some good speak- it is scholars, girls, run down the street, singing at
there were balladeers, performers, and of course, ers whose souls are fired with genuine anti Slavery:• houses, telling the people Sandborn was being carfamous speakers. An anonymous reporter for the Petrulionis notes that while Emerson's remarks on ried off by United States Officers" (151). The book
Liberator, in covering the August 1, 1844 celebra- this occasion were his most satisfying to date for closes with the death of Mary Brooks, eulogized by
tion of British Emancipation in the West Indies abolitionists, "more important to Mary Brooks, Wendell Phillips: "We call others self-sacrificing
wrote: "We had sets enough and to spare, plenty however, than the words Emerson spoke this day and devoted; but she and her associates lived for
to eat, and a hogshead of good ice-water to drink. was that he delivered them:• Brooks understood their reform ideas:• Abolition was itself something
The very ethereal would laugh at the latter enu- early on the power of Emerson's particular celebrity. worth living for, a mode of life, something that made
merations; but never mind, we Abolitionists always In a letter to Lidian Emerson, trying to get Waldo to living more interesting and purposeful and exciting.
attend to everything, though we are people of but sign a petition for disunion, Brooks writes "I want Petrulionis' book uncovers this life of abolitionism
through her recovery of Mary Brooks and others. ■

book

---1

The book comes
close to proposing
that it was domestic
nagging on the

women, Lidian
Emerson, and their
neighbors, that
brought Waldo and
Henry into active
abolitionism.
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To Love and Die in New York
Iraq. Peter is passed out in the next room, having help but chuckle at the pre-recorded jokes. In an
taken a Xanax from his boyfriend. At first, Craig emotionally dense and unsettling moment, we are
One of the ways to sell tickets to a show is to pres(also played by Schreiber) rants about Peter and his drawn to the comforts of Stewart's ironic wit. The
ent it as gleefully transgressive. Another way is to
new partner while Kelly defends them. But when chuckling is undercut, though, by Shinn's apparent
create a festival-style anthology performance that
ambivalence towards the show and its function in
Craig suggests that Peter will probably stay the
brings together a great deal of talent and can almost
night because he's too far gone to go home, Kelly our culture, so even this brief respite from all the
make a profit just by selling to the friends and famresponds angrily and accuses Craig of trying to onstage tension is rendered uncomfortable.
ily of all the cast members.fuckplays, an eight-play,
Dying City at first appears to suggest that the lives
avoid being alone with his wife.
sex-themed evening that was developed by Working
of
those on stage have been shattered by 9/11 and
Dying City is constructed tightly enough that it
Man Productions in association with some fairly hip
by
the shocking collapse of American foreign policy
would be difficult to detail the twists and turns of
producing partners, employs both of these stratein
recent
years. Ultimately, though, Shinn reveals a
the plot in less space taken up by the script itself.
gies. Ostensibly transgressive art, however, often
It functions largely as a mystery, with each scene more complex relationship between their personal
functions by re-inscribing a conservative vision of
dysfunctions and our national
providing or hinting at answers
the normative values that the artist seeks to attack.
woes. Refusing to equate the
to questions raised in previous
correlative with the causative,
Sadly, fuckplays is no exception.
scenes, even as these answers
By contrast, it's difficult to imagine Lincoln Center
Shinn suggests that the state of
raise still more questions.
REVIEW
- the embodiment of establishment, prestigeour government may very well
Assumptions that we are encourdriven, self-consciously highbrow performing arts
reflect the state of our people.
•
Dying
City,
by
Christopher
Shinn
aged to make during the open- credibly marketing anything they produce as
• fuckplays, written and directed by The lives of these characters
ing scenes - about how Craig
transgressive. Still: while "transgressive" is probably
were in ruins and the city they
various artists
died, why Kelly has been avoiding
the wrong word to describe Christopher Shinn's
live in was dying long before
Peter, why Peter has been trying
gorgeously written and intricately structured Dying
the
planes
struck
the
towers; at the very least, the
so hard to reach Kelly - all prove to be false.
City, now playing at Lincoln Center's Mitzi E.
foundations
upon
which
they had built their selves
As layers of the plot are resolved, the emoNewhouse Theatre, it is certainly subversive in ways
tional situation becomes more complex and more was poorly laid.
that fuckplays is certainly not.
That so many ideas of such seriousness manage to
strained. By the end of the play, almost all of the
The fact that Lincoln Center is describing the
resonate
through the course of 90 tightly constructposed questions have been answered, but there has
play as its "newest hit" and weighing it down with
ed
minutes
might be seen as a rebuke of sorts to
been no emotional resolution. Dying City finishes
a dowdy, watercolor marketing campaign, might
with more tension, more grief, and more resent- the ostentatious gravity and bloated length of Tom
account for the half-empty house on the night I
ment than it begins with. All the outbursts and Stoppard's The Coast of Utopia playing just across
attended. More likely, though, the "problem" acturevelations have done nothing to alleviate or purge the plaza at LCT's Beaumont Theatre.
ally arises from the play's great strengths. Dying City
James Macdonald, who also directed Dying City's
those emotions. This is one of the ways in which
is a deeply uncomfortable viewing experience, chalthe play is more subversive than it at first appears successful London debut, guides the production
lenging its audience on a number of levels and never
to be. Kelly is a therapist, and the psychoanalytic with a confident touch. The staging is simple and
letting them off the hook by making the source of
philosophy invoked by both her profession and by a fluid, as is called for by the text. Individual moments
their discomfort fully articulated, nor by providing
number of exchanges between characters, suggests are carefully crafted to build anticipation for each
a cathartic resolution to purge their anxiety before
that the airing of grievances and the articulation of revelation without drawing undue attention to
the lights come back up. It may well be that Lincoln
man behind the curtain, as it were. The entire
inner turmoil should be a part of the healing proCenter Theatre's subscriber base either resents or
stage,
bearing Anthony Ward's necessarily spare set,
cess. Instead, each reveeled secret renders the posrotates so subtly that you don't notice it until you
simply doesn't know what to make of such tactics,
sibility of healing more distant and less likely.
and that word-of-mouth among those who can
realize that the furniture all seems to have moved.
While Dying City is in no small part a meditaWhile
this might sound like gimmicky spectacle, it
afford the pricey tickets has suffered accordingly.
tion on life in America in the wake of 9/11 and the
The play's scenes are all set in the same Manhattan
is brilliantly executed and results in "when did that
ensuing wars, Shinn avoids taking easy political
apartment, but alternate between an evening in July
couch move?" moments, a spatial disorientation to
shots at obvious targets. Though the play is clearly
2005 and an evening in January 2004. The 2005
match the emotional disorientation evoked by the
motivated in part by political despair, he allows his
scenes find Kelly (Rebecca Brooksher) apparently
characters their political points of view but rarely play.
packing to move while she drinks wine and watches
Other aspects of the play and the production
Law and Order and The Daily Show. She is inter- reveals his own.
could easily have come across as gimmicks as well:
Shinn, via Peter, is quite critical of the privileged
rupted by an unexpected visit from Peter (Pablo
the temporal structure, the dual roles played by
bitterness that so many of his audience sooth by
Schreiber, etc. Macdonald deserves a lot of credit
Schreiber), whom she seems to have been avoidwatching Jon Stewart, suggesting that we make
ing. Peter is the identical twin of Kelly's husband,
for the avoidance of those potential pitfalls, but
belittling jokes of issues and people we can't bring
nearly equal credit must go to Schreiber, whose porCraig, who was killed in Iraq while serving with the
ourselves to engage with more directly. There is very
military. Kelly's and Peter's lives have clearly been
trayals of Craig and Peter are distinct and complete
little humor in the play, but the scenes in which Kelly
and which, most impressively, do not rely on broad,
shattered by Craig's death.
watches The Daily Show include some pretty clever
The scenes that flash back to 2004 are set on
self-consciously bravura displays of characterizabits by Stewart, and some in the audience couldn't
tion. Often, when actors play multiple roles, the
Craig's last night in New York before leaving for
defining mannerisms and vocal tics of each character are exaggerated in order to make them more
easily distinguishable. Schreiber, despite having to
walk off-stage as one character and return almost
immediately as the other, performs each role with
enough subtlety and clarity to make this a careerdefining role. I suspect his agent's phones have been
ringing nonstop since the day Dying City went into
previews.
One way to frame this production might be as the
intersection of careers on the rise. While critical
and audience response to Brooksher's performance
has been more conflicted than to Schreiber's, Ben
Brantley's claim that she might be "the find of the
season" can't hurt her prospects any. And Shinn,
at just 31, recently published his first collection of
plays with Methuen, in London.
The young playwrights whose work was selected
to be part of fuckplays are less established than
Shinn, and the gestures with which they're trying
to get attention are far more brash, though not as
effective. According to press materials, over 60
submissions were received for this mini-festival of
Shinn.

FRANK EPISALE
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short plays about sex and the eight plays that
made it to the stage were the cream of the crop.
With fewer performances, a much larger cast,
much cheaper tickets, and more overtly tantalizing subject matter, fuckplays is unlikely to
suffer from the same difficulty filling seats as
Dying City. It is also unlikely to catalyze as many
careers.
To be fair, the audience on the night I attended
enjoyed the show immensely, laughing loudly
throughout most of the too-long two-and-ahalf-hours. Not only was most of the humor
quite raunchy, but it tended to go at least marginally further than is usual in dramatic treatments of sexuality. Audience and performers
both seemed to revel in the sense of, if not transgressiveness, then at least naughtiness. (One
notable exception: a fairly prominent internetbased critic, who attended fuckplays with his
mother, did not once crack a smile.) The audience might also have been particularly disposed
to enjoy the show because it seemed that nearly
everyone in attendance knew at least someone
in the cast. When it was announced that one of
the scheduled actors was unable to perform and
that the wardrobe supervisor would be taking
his place, it became clear that, within this circle
of spectators, he was a well-known and wellloved personality.
The most interesting aspect of the production is the framing structure. Between plays, the
stage manager calls out names of props, makes
sure actors are ready and in place, etc., all in full
view of the audience. Watching the process of
putting together such a complex production,
even on a relatively bare-bones scale, is at least
as entertaining as most of the plays.
What I found most surprising about the plays
selected is that, while many pretend to be celebrating perversion, the entire evening was
strangely homogenous and heteronormative.
Out of eight plays about sex, only one character
is clearly gay: a sad and sexually desperate alcoholic who is obsessed with probably-straight
guys he imagines have made eye contact with
him in bars. There are no lesbians, no gender-queers, no polymorphous perversities, etc.
More troubling than the strangely hetero focus
in a generally queer-friendly medium, is the
surprising undercurrent of misogyny in many
of the plays. The majority of the plots feature
men who are abused by, negl1;;cted, or stalked
by women.
fuckplays makes for a fairly entertaining evening of theatre that is probably unlike anything
you've seen recently. I don't want to discourage
the curious from checking it out and supporting
young artists. I would like to encourage those
artists, however, to interrogate the disparity
between the theatre they seem to think they're
making and the theatre that ended up on stage
this time around. ■

Dying City, by Christopher Shinn. Directed by
James Macdonald. Mitzi E. New House Theatre
at Lincoln Center, 150 West 65 th Street. Through
April 29. Tuesday - Saturday 8pm, Wednesday
and Saturday 2pm, Sunday 3pm. General tickets are $75. Student tickets are $30 and can be
purchased at the box office two hours before a
performance. $10 tickets are available through
Lincoln Center Theatre's "Studenttix" program.
See www.Ict.org for details and to buy tickets.
Running time: approximately 90 minutes.
fuckplays, written and directed by various
artists. Galapagos Arts Center, 70 N 6th Street.
Williamsburg (Brooklyn). Through April 27,
Fridays at 7:30pm. Tickets are $15 and can be
purchased at www.smarttix.com or by calling
212-868-4444. Visit www.workingmansclothes.
com for details. Running time: approximately
140 minutes.

Badiou
Continued from 12
changing the debate only in Congress) and
does not directly partake of the ultimate
goal of politics pr~per (i.e. simply ending
the war, as we saw with Vietnam, does not
social justice make). What then would a
true political Event in the context of the
Iraq War look like? That is difficult to say,
but it would certainly be less negative than
Zizek's recent prescription of Bartleby as
the archetype of the contemporary revolution, which has met with mixed reviews in
Marxist circles, most notably in Frederic
Jameson's analysis of Parallax View. No,
one is more inclined to say that Badiou
would follow the late Martin Luther King
here, whose phrase and notion of "Beyond
Vietnam" could easily be updated to
"Beyond Iraq:' Thus, while he called for
an immediate withdrawal from Vietnam,
Dr. King saw this as only a tree in the very
large forest of evils that were sickening the
soul of America. In practical terms, this
might mean today the Trotskyite measure of calling
a strike on purely political grounds and continuing
it to the point of structural economic alteration by
shifting the demand each time it is met. Imagine
the MTA on strike until the war ended plus more, or
what about the air traffic controllers (who apparently
still fear the ghost of Reagan)? Yet, at the same time,
we must continue to see "the All;' as Badiou would
say, that the war is not a mere aberration; that it is, as
all Freudo-Marxists know, a symptom in urgent need
of deciphering.
For all its greatness, this book has a major flaw;
it suffers, not insignificantly, from an at times cumbersome translation. One example of this is that
translator Jason Barker has inexplicably rendered
those "sans papiers" in European society as "illegal
immi rants;' when Badiou
obviousl means the
"undocumented:' Not because 13a:dt Q enjoys tfie
Liberal taste for euphemisms, but because "No one
is illegal" is his prescriptive political axiom here.
The double negation of this formula displays all the
hallmarks of a declaration of Truth while it reveals
Badiou's hidden Kantian greatness. The Truth, as any
Lacanian will tell you, can only be half said (me-dire),
thus, while Badiou's statement is a positive proposition, both its subject and its predicate modifier are
negative. They are, as Kant would say, not objects of
representational, phenomenal experience - where is
"No One"? And who doesn't know that the Law can
count only Crime, its inherent Transgressions, but
not the void at the place of its own inscription, out of
which the Legal as such emerges? For Kant there are
three types of qualitative propositions: affirmative,
negative, and infinite. The great recent explication
of the difference is from Zizek. Affirmative: "he is
dead:' Negative: "he is not dead:' Infinite: "he is
undead:' In a negative judgment one negates a predicate (he is not dead), while in an infinite judgment
one affirms a non-predicate (he is undead). Thus, for
Kant "he" is added to the homogenous multiplicity
of infinite things without predicating Infinity itself.
While infinity conditions him, he cannot condition
infinity. And so it is that with Badiou's political truth
procedure: it is impossible-Real, undead, eternally
recursive. Who knew the thought of Zombies could
be cause for hope? Yet it is their, the Zombies' impossible persistence and unflinching single-mindedness
that the Left need perhaps more than ever today.
Badiou's "Politics as Thought;' as one chapter
heading calls it, is built upon what is in literary
criticism a New Critical principle: "the heresy of
paraphrase:' The singularity of the Event becomes a
politics of naming. For Badiou, this means radicals
must not practice historiography: where naming is
always a matter of definition - the singular thought
of Saint Just leads metonymically to a discussion of
his origins, his convergence to radicalism, his par-

ticipation in not Event but events ... Rather, radicals
must affirm the infinity of the Event by accepting
that "the name has no name or definition;' that "the
name is unnameable, and in this sense the pure historicity of singularity, its 'there is' as such, remains
unthinkable:' So how can we proceed then, if the
task is precisely to "unthink" a name? The short
answer, based on Badiou's own attempts is that we
must proceed by means of negative dialectics to the
formulation of paradoxes (i.e. be like Marx). Let's
take the name "Metapolitics;' the very word for the
politics of universal singularity. Metapolitics is an
oxymoron, a contradiction in terms, designating the
"impossible-Real" conjuncture of full engagement in
a concrete political situation, like, say, erecting barricades on a Parisian boulevard; and, as the etymology
of the prefix meta suggests, at the same time remain
'1!illra.11J,t,ea

ing Event. The latter provision is of course crucial
to avoiding the unsettling "trans-ethical" (to put
it euphemistically) violence that might accompany
erecting a nice barricade in the center of town. The
challenge of Metapolitics is to have it both ways:
utter engagement in a turbulent present, plus the
comprehensive perspective of the self-criticism that
was once the clarion call of Socialism itself. But can
action and thought be fully blended without diluting
the life giving venom of each?
Lautreamont once described politics as "the bloody
channels through which one pushes logic to the
breaking point:' Badiou's text is political in these
exact terms. It invokes the bloody channels of the
Left's past and it's not afraid to take logic to its breaking point. At the same time, the notion of a breaking
point indicates a critical ambivalence in Badiou's
thought. On the one hand, clearly Badiou's "Politics
as Thought" has all the hallmarks of thought at its
breaking point: violent paradoxes, interpenetration
of subject and object, axiomatic hermeneutic strictures bordering on aphasia ... On the other hand,
for all his talk of Lenin, Badiou's treatise remains
remarkably silent on the question of prescriptions
for when the ontological breaking point is met and
surpassed in the revolutionary sequence.
In contesting the legacy of Marx and arguing for
a non-gradualist Marxism, Lenin once said, "Marx
was not inspired with the wisdom of the small fries
who are afraid to discuss the technique of the higher
forms of revolutionary struggle. It is precisely the
technical problems of the [Paris Commune] that
he discussed. Defense or attack, he asked, as if the
military operation were taking place just outside of
London. And he decided that it must certainly be
attack: 'They should have marched on Versailles at
once!"' Reading this important, even necessary book,
one isn't sure if Badiou is ready to lead such an attack,
but this reader certainly hopes he is. ■
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Owning Music: The Aesthetics of Acquisition
ANTON BORST

At this point in the accelerating history of the 21 st
century, with the Napster/Metallica controversy as
old and faded as the Parthenon, any discussion of
music on the Internet risks painful anachronism
and banality. But a predominant focus on the rights
of musicians has largely ignored many other questions regarding music ownership, questions that
concern the paying, listening public in addition to
the artist, label, or music thief. While the Internet
may provide its customers with easy access to
music, does it actually deliver true ownership? And
do cheaper, easier means of acquisition come without a cost to aesthetic value? In addition to some
excellent music, the true subjects of this review will
be the modes of acquiring it: the aesthetics of the
material object versus the liberating potential of the
hyperlink.
Last week I purchased the latest Explosions in the
Sky album, All of a Sudden I Miss Everyone, on CD.
Its expansive, complex, post-rock instrumentals
develop the sound established on their previous
three releases, the album opening with a short storm
of heavy guitar layered with a cascade of rising and
falling tremolos before settling into a quiet melody.
A drum beat throbs, building tension before quieting further, until suddenly the music lifts, surging
into a propulsive anthem of rapid percussion and
multiple, shimmering guitar blasts. The use of their
music on the soundtrack for Friday Night Lights, the
high school football drama, makes perfect sense:
like their music, no sport has the kinetic range that
football does, the utter motionlessness, the lengthy
runs, the abrupt collisions, the cohesion and diffusion of players across a field. The band reconfigures the post-rock formula of soft/slow-loud/fastsoft/slow into countless permutations, conveying a
broader spectrum of emotional nuance than similar
epic instrumental bands like Godspeed You! Black
Emperor (as incredible as they are).
The track titles - "The Birth and Death of the
Day;• "What Do You Go Home To?;' "Catastrophe
and the Cure'; and "So Long, Lonesome;' among
others - articulate well the effect of the music, how
the moments of poignant quiet evoke the beauty to
be found in the loneliest twilight, how the momentum of the rousing anthems pulls the listener from
despair to hope. One of the unexpected pleasures of

All of a Sudden, however, is its packaging, a case of
grainy textured cardboard and fold out artwork by
Esteban Rey, which grounds the music in a suggestive, symbolic visual narrative. In the center of one
side of the foldout a man stands with a lantern in
a boat, floating across a deluged town with a small
light far off in the distance. Surrounding this cenPage 16
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tral image are portraits of people in various modes Mouse to Ennio Morricone, reducing the days and
of connection and disconnection, children watching weeks spent browsing record shops and libraries to
television, a man sadly alone at a birthday cake, lov- minutes, and the hundreds of dollars required to
ers in a pool. The soft, pastel chalkiness of the por- purchase them all to the six dollar monthly basic
traits suffuses them with nostalgia, as if the scenes membership fee. I can unearth that old Archers of
are being remembered by the central figure in the Loaf album stolen from me in college; I can check
boat, who also stands representative for all those out bands like Cabaret Voltaire and Kraftwerk that
lost in the deluge of everyday life. Inescapably, too, I have heard name-dropped for years without the
the flood recalls Katrina, the tsunami, and other commitment of a purchase.
present horrors, and takes up the entire reverse side
The kind of listening the Internet encourages
of the poster, in which the figure's head now bends also releases songs from the regime of the album,
in despair, though the lantern remains held high privileging the single, allowing the track to stand
and the distant light has neared
alone to be appreciated and
- another boat has come. A
providing more opportunities
•
simple yet suggestive enclosure
to sample, pick, and choose.
emphasizing the personal conIt also, however, tends to lack
REVIEW
nection strove for in the music,
the patience required to enjoy
• All of a Sudden I Miss Everyone the narrative complexity and
Rey's artwork directs without
by Explosions in the Sky (The multiple points of view posenforcing multiple interpretive
Temporary Residence Limited 2007) sible on concept albums. As a
narratives for the album's word• "Bog Lord" from Half-Eaten record, William Blake's Songs
less songs. It also represents an
Guitar by Wyrd Visions (Bluefog of Innocence and of Experience
aspect of the popular music lisRecordings 2006)
tening experience that may vanwould not have fared well
• Yahoo! Music
ish with the over-development of
in cyberspace: "The Lamb"
Internet music providers.
remains blindly naive without
As a kid in the 80's I never would have heard "The Tyger:' The same could be said of Radiohead's
of a non-MTV band like Explosions in the Sky, "OK Computer": what is the self-annihilating postdespite the explosion in indie rock at the time. I modern despair of "Exit Music (for a Film)" withwould have no access to bands like Dinosaur, Jr. out the closing one-line activist jeremiad of "The
or The Replacements until college or even later Tourist;' "Idiot slow down"? But not all albums are
from books like Our Band Could Be Your Life. The "OK Computer" and not all artists are Radiohead;
suburban New Jersey religious school I attended plenty of collections contain only one or two standwas culturally remote despite its proximity to New out tracks, while plenty of artists are best when
York City, counting among its student body no tasted, not devoured whole.
kindly mohawked senior classmates to fill me in on
Take Screamin' Jay Hawkins, for example, with
the underground. Until grunge broke through in whom I started a recent several hour session of
the early nineties, all I had to relieve the boredom Internet music surfing, mostly on Yahoo! Music. A
of top forty radio was heavy metal. In sixth grade one-time boxer and would-be opera singer, Hawkins
I had been struggling to satiate a thirst for edgy ended up a shock rocker, the Marilyn Manson of the
music with the most visible - awful hairbands like 50's and early 60's, incorporating skulls and coffins
Motley Criie and Poison - until a friend's older into his stage act, voodoo and cannibalism into his
brother loaned me an early Metallica album on cas- lyrics. While I respect all of his music, I do not find
sette. I listened to it a hundred times - desperately all of it enjoyable. If this is a criticism, it is a criti- copying it before I returned it, and then biking cism largely directed at myself: the novelty swamp
to a record store a town away anyway to get a copy sound effects, the bloated mud-bound bullfrog of a
of my own with lyrics and liner notes. Even though saxophone, and the pained, hysterical screaming of
Master of Puppets falls far short of anything put out Hawkins are simply too much for me on "Alligator
by Black Flag or Husker Dii at the same time (and of Wine;' a song about drinking a gator blood potion
which I was totally to entrap a lover. As hokey and ridiculous as this·
oblivious), hear- description may sound (and is), the song at one level
ing it then was really frightens, in the same way that a dust covered
like finding water stuffed fish-boy at a cheap carnival funhouse will
in a desert I had terrify and disgust far more than the most polished
not known I wan- horror film. For all of its obvious artificiality, the
dered.
former lays there palpably, looking back up plasticHad
I
the eyed at the viewer, as a film never could-not to
Internet back then mention the fact that the mind crude and perverse
my fate would have enough to make such a thing could belong to the
been much differ- very man who sold you your ticket, just yards away.
ent; I might have
But Hawkins was simply a detour that day, as was
been listening to Odetta (50s and 60s folk matriarch, influence on
Captain Beefheart Dylan and Baez), some early R.E.M., lo-fi Stuckist
and The Fall by Billy Childish, and Final Fantasy, a.k.a. Owen Pallett,
the time I hit col- who composes perfectly elegant pop-chamber pieclege. The conven- es for violin to accompany songs about videogames
tional
wisdom and Dungeons and Dragons (he also arranges strings
that the days of for Arcade Fire). My true destination that day was
musical artifacts the album Half-Eaten Guitar by Wyrd Visions, a
like the compact black metal tinged Canadian psychedelic folk band
disc are numbered whose song "Bog Lord" I had heard on NPR about
is no idle hype, and though I see no reason why the four months ago. The track begins with the main
store bought CD should not continue to live along- vocalist climbing with a stately hum that descends
side Yahoo! Music, Real Rhapsody, or the Internet into a moan landing somewhere between pleasure
in general, the scope and power such technology and pain, but that is ultimately too unearthly to
brings to music listening is undeniable. On Yahoo! I understand. Several other voices whistle for a short
can indulge the slightest whim, clicking from Robert time, as if the singer has been joined by a band of
Johnson to Smog to Kelly Clarkson, from Arvo hobbits for a mystical adventure (there is really no
Parte to Lukas Ligeti to Joni Mitchell, from Modest other way to describe it). What is remarkable here

music

is not the fantasy weirdness of it all, but how utterly through the memories
that accrue around this
1:::u,ud:,ive me tantasy weirdness instantly becomes.
object
in the process of
It is the kind of sound Rip Van Winkle might have
its
acquisition.
Benjamin
heard climbing through the Kaatskills. A strummed
joins
the
greater
hisacoustic accompanies a loopy, sliding electric riff
over the drone of an accordion or some other bel- tory of the book and its
lowed instrument to produce an effect so hypnotic past owners, even as the
that the lyrics become difficult to follow. The voice, book provides him with
too, lulls (not to sleep, but to dream), sounding a material record of his
ghostly or possessed, so detached it is from its own own personal history.
melancholy - until some word like "necromancy''. This is total ownership,
magical in its singularity,
jolts the listener to attention.
Here the Internet ends, apparently. Though Wyrd in its dependence on the
Visions have toured with indie bands as respected purely individual relaand well known as Grizzly Bear, they are not on tionship between posYahoo! Music - their album is not even available sessor and possessed,
on Amazon. The band website has been under and in how it involves
construction for months, as has that of their label, the mind's transformaBluefog. I have tried emailing the band directly, tion of a blank piece of
but to no avail. Fortunately, the track I heard, "Bog matter into something
Lord;' plays on their MySpace page, taunting me of value and meaning.
The disadvantages of
with the prospect of a full album of this bizarrely
downloading
or streamcompelling stuff. But as with my first Metallica
ing
music
are
obvious,
album, I might actually have to leave the house to get
if
under
appreciated.
it, go on a quest all the way to Toronto in fact. And
crashes,
while I have neither the time nor money to do that, Computer
obscure
licensing
polithe idea that I could or would have to, the idea that
cies, complex regulations regarding extra fees for
something so interesting and vital can still escape
burning CDs or transferring tracks to mp3 players,
the matrix of immediate convenient consumption,
all compromise a sense of authentic and permanent
is immensely satisfying. It also recalls principles of
ownership. But the advantages are also clear and
ownership that Internet music downloading lacks
clearly commodifiable: ease, cheapness, and inforentirely, principles that Walter Benjamin describes
mation (albeit information of a superficial, nameas drawing a "magic circle" around an item as the
dropping sort), while the advantages of the CD
"thrill of acquisition" passes over it. In "Unpacking
or cassette are perhaps easier to feel than explain.
My Library;' Benjamin describes how the books in
Visual and textual supplements can illuminate and
his collection become valuable, not through their
enrich an album. The physical object can leave
price tag, their contents (he does not read them),
memories of itself in the nerves of the fingers and
or their rarity, but through the effort expended to
eyes. I know exactly what Master of Puppets felt
purchase them at an auction, the experiences he
like in my hand, its color, where the crack in the
has in and of the city where the auction is held, and
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case was. This seems important in some strangely
intangible way, as if its physicality allowed the music
to carve a deeper groove in the brain, for better or
worse. Certainly the narrative of the cross-town
bike ride clarified and reified its (and music's) value
in my eyes.
Strangely enough, just as I finish this review, Wyrd
Visions has emailed me back, asking for my address.
The Internet, then, does not necessarily foreclose
the possibility of a "magic circle;• though if I actually
ever do receive Half-Eaten Guitar, the acquiring of
it will not have been convenient at all. And it will be
all the more treasured because of it. ■

THE DISCREET CHARM

or THE BOURGEOISIE
1072

EMIR KUSTURICA'S

UNDERCROUND

MICHAEL HANEKE'S

THE TIME OF"
THE WOLF"

All screenings are 1n the DSC Social Lounge . Room 5414 • Free Popcorn • BYOB
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Stanley u rick's Spartacus (1960} it isn't. Nor is to a crawl and a smooth-voiced, avuncular spokesit William Wyler's Ben Hur (1959) or Joseph L. man assures you that, despite a recklessly inferior
Manckiewizc's Cleopatra (1963); nor, mercifully, is it design and a murderous environmental footprint,
Wolfgang Peterson's and Oliver Stone's, respectively, Detroit's new fleet of SUVs are the best vehicles to
more recent Troy or Alexander (both 2004). While safeguard your family, your wallet, and the natural
it bears strong formal similarities to its predecessors world, and are hellishly fun to boot. You've seen
in the classical-historical costume epic-generic it all before: different color palettes for different
conventions such as strident, declamatory dialogue locations (a blown-out white and tan for Sparta; a
that frequently apostrophizes abstract virtues such deeper brownish amber, mixed with red and black,
as Freedom, Homeland, Love, Duty, and Honor; for the battlefield of Thermopylae); whiplash-quick
rampant anachronisms, which transform these dra- cutting, which deprives the battles of any real verimatizations of past events into cracked mirrors o'f similitude, turning them into oddly-costumed outthe contemporary world outside the film, and impart takes from edit-heavy musicals such as Chicago; a
a sense of two-dimensional unreality, like that seen dreary parade of grotesque monsters, ranging from
in high-school productions of Shakespeare, to the the pathetic (the hunchbacked traitor Ephialtes
mise-en-scene; repeated sharp breaks from the his- [Andrew Tiernan], a mash-up of Homer's Thersites,
torical records from which their tales spring, often Gollum from The Lord of the Rings, and John Kerry)
travestying the documentary evidence outright, to the bizarre (a giant executioner with bladelike
and turning the complex events of ancient history arms) to the outlandishly exotic (such as a band
into gaudily bright carnival thrill rides; and an over- of masked swordsmen who look like ninjas and a
powering atmosphere of warrior masculinity and troop of war elephants, respectively hailing, one
its attendant idealized qualities (strength, courage, guesses; from Japan and India, neither ever part of
mercilessness, endurance), as well as its attendant the Persian Empire but both sucked, by 300's relentphysical attributes and props (blazing pectorals less and unthinking plundering of cinematic cliches,
and acres of sweat-streaked skin, loincloths, horse- into the film's referential vortex). Predictably, the
Persians increase in awfulplume helmets, phallic weaponness and power, much as the
ry) - Zack Snyder's 300, which
end-of-level "bosses" of olddepicts the valiant, fight-to-thestyle video games increase
last-man stand of Greek soldiers
REVIEW
in difficulty: but these packled by Sparta against a horde of
aged
twists and turns lack
• 300, directed by Zach Snyder.
marauding Persian soldiers at
any breath of excitement or
Thermopylae in 488 BCE, departs
from all these in two important ways: its numbing terror, and their progression induces not nail-biting
reliance on cut-rate, hackneyed CGI effects, such as fear but a bored numbness, a turned-off, oversatiatMatrix-style slow-motion balletic hyper-violence ed lassitude. Having been so roughly and repeatedly
and oceans of blobs of uncannily fake computerized handled, one begins to chafe under 300's relentless
blood; and its vicious, systematic cultural xenopho- manipulation. The Spartans wade through it all like
bia, which erupts at times into outright racist and butchers in a Chicago stockyard, endlessly flexing
homophobic caricature. Its technical failings, such their sculpted chests and tossing out grim one-linas they are, can be dealt with quickly; its moral and ers from behind their impressively bearded chins:
human ones, which are undeniable, require a more an army of jokers that can't be beaten, another
hoary old war-movie cliche.
extended treatment.
Enough with the fun stuff. 300's worldview, if
Visually, the film isn't all that horrible: particularly in its use of oversaturated color, its com- such it can be called, is far more troubling than its
puter-generated backdrops and natural scenery, trite, hamfisted efforts at action cinema. It would
and its frequently adroit manipulation of areas of be difficult, among the category of films that one
light and shade, grainy texture and inky smooth- could loosely categorize as "post 9/11 movies" - all
ness, 300 often achieves a look and feel that, while of which, directly or not, address the events of 11
never wholly original, are consistently interesting, September 2001 and its aftermath - to find a more
particularly in a few bravura scenes, such as the jingoistic, a more Eurocentric, a more blatantly racyoung Leonidas' (played by Sean Connery wan- ist and homophobic, film; even recent blockbuster
nabe Gerard Butler) encounter with a ravening science fiction and fantasy epics that have traded
wolf, or a nice crane shot of Leonidas and his dead heavily on racial and cultural stereotypes, such as
companions at movie's end, their bloodstained skin George Lucas' Star Wars cycle or Peter Jackson's
and battered armor and crimson cloaks forming an Lord of the Rings trilogy, feel tame, almost quaint,
almost abstract pattern, a mosaic of the carnage of in comparison. Forget all the supposed debate over
· war, as the camera recedes. But these short scenes, whether George W. Bush is Xerxes or Leonidas, the
impressive in themselves, are nowhere articulated, hubristic tyrant or the embattled, cocksure leader of
through tight plotting, sound editing, or overall dra- men: it's possible to assign contemporary references
matic-visual structure, into a coherent visual whole: across a broad spectrum of films and their characat best, they seem like briefly fascinating outtakes ters and stories. What's unmistakable is the broad
from that music video you saw last night on MTV2, underlying paradigm: that of Us versus Them, West
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versus Dark, White versus Black,
Good versus Evil, Civilization versus Barbarism, or
any other binary set of culturally fraught antinomies
that postcolonial, post-Enlightenment thinkers have
dismantled during the past fifty years. The dichotomies ring hollow, and the film's attempts at visually
underscoring its facile moral and ethical divisions
- such as the darkness that wholly engulfs a Persian
envoy (played by Tyrone Benskin, who is black) early
on in the film, until only his eyes and teeth are visible, a disgusting echo of racist caricatures of black
Americans in films of the 1920s and '30s; or the
bejeweled fabulousness that is Xerxes, all piercings
and golden chains and eyeliner, and who minces
and prances with the best (or worst) of Hollywood's
numerous gay stereotypes; or the Orientalist depiction of Xerxes' court, a writhing knot of luxury and
sin, complete with bubbling hookahs and all-girl
orgies-are jarringly, maddeningly wrong, both
an aesthetic and moral affront. I was reminded
throughout of the visit~t~o_t~h~e~j,i·;;g,i~Mlll~ffkeff
by Raul Duke and Dr. onzo, first in Hunter S.
Thompson's 1971 novel Fear and Loathing in Last
Vegas, and later in Terry Gilliam's 1998 film of the
same name: the circus, Duke drolly notes, "is what
the world would be doing every Saturday night if the
Nazis had won the war. This was the Sixth Reich:'
So, I thought, safely ensconced in the theater, deep
in the celluloid heart of militant, crusading America
- which, despite its pretensions to the aggrieved
martyrdom of heroic Sparta, looks increasingly like
the Athens of the Peloponnesian War: spread too
thin, short of allies, and disastrously committed to
an unwinnable military expedition (theirs in Sicily;
ours in Iraq and, possibly, Afghanistan)-does 300
seem like some horrifically distorted dream-image
of a bellicose United States, in blood up to its knees
and ready for more, fired by its fear and hatred of
foreigners, its utopian aspirations, its hunger for
markets and resources, and its deep-rooted sense of
inevitability and invincibility: a two-hour-plus dramatization, if you will, of George W. Bush's laconically boastful challenge "Bring it on:'
300 isn't just military kitsch, even during its
meatiest moments of butch manhood - although
(and this tempers its homophobia somewhat) it is
easily the gayest film in quite some time, its sublime
unconsciousness of its homosocial and homoerotic
tendencies perhaps its only charm: much of the
dialogue about arms and men attains a campiness
that quite deflates the stern brows and jutting chins
of the ostensibly macho warriors, whose constant
preening and backslapping begin to look like markers of a more than martial ardor. Rather, 300 is,
following Susan Sontag's formulation, fascism: art
wielded by politics, with aesthetics continually
warped by ideology, ideology constantly amplified
through aesthetics. It's a purely hateful piece of
trash, but important nevertheless, like Roman triumphs or the triumphal architecture -of Albert
Speer: a signpost, perhaps, on our downward imperial spiral, a disturbing revelation of our unspoken
fears and dreams. ■
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News from the Doctoral Students' Council

Spring is here, which means the
semester is half over, but the DSC is
still working for the students at the
Graduate Center. We have been very
busy with nominations and elections
for DSC representatives for next year
and we'd like to encourage everyone
to vote. Election ballots must be postmarked by April 25 th or they may be
dropped off in the Office of Student
Affairs, room 7301 at the Graduate
Center.
DSC PARTIES

On Friday, March 16 many doctoral
students braved the snow and cold
and came to the DSC Spring Party.
The food was great, the drinks were
plenty and the music was loud. We
danced and let off some stress before
heading out into the elements. _
Look out for emails and notices
about our end of semester party. It's
sure to be a blast. As usual, there will
be free food, drinks and music. Make
plans to come and let off some endof-the-year steam while mingling with
fellow students.
DSC FUNDS

There's still time for department
representatives to spend their allocations. Any unspent allocations from
the fall semester roll over to spring.
Funds have been used by reps to pay
for van rental for a day ski trip, to
throw parties, and to purchase business cards for students. Don't miss out
on spending your money! Funds are
still available for Cultural Affairs and
Professional Development Grants. If
you are thinking of holding a conference, roundtable, or publishing a
journal, please contact our office and
complete a grant application. Contact
Brenda Vollman (Brenda.vollman@

gmail.com) or Chong Wojtkowski
(cjwojo@gmail.com) for further information about these programs.
HEALTH ISSUES COMMITTEE

Do you have a horror story about
trying to get health care? About not
having health insurance? About not
having enough health insurance? Let
us know. The Health Issues Committee
is working to find out what options are
available to GC students and is working closely with the Office of Student
Affairs and the Wellness Center to
provide the most up-to-date information to students. We need to hear
rants and raves from doctoral students at the Graduate Center about
their experiences with health care as
students. Email Denise, Committee
Chair (hamtor@netzero.net), or the
DSC (dsc.steering.committee@gmail.
com) with your stories or comments.
We'd love to hear from you.
DSC GROUP PAGE

The DSC has a new group page and
we'd like to invite you to join; once you
are registered, you can decide how
you want to receive messages from the
DSC. Please accept this invitation; this
is the best way for the DSC to communicate with students at the Graduate
Center. This system allows students to
post their own messages and receive
replies from other students. Of course
you can elect to receive no messages
through this system, even after you
are registered.
Once you are registered with the
group, you can configure your profile
so that you receive messages in one of
4ways:
(1) no emails at all (you go to the
group page to view posted messages)

(2) individual emails
(3) digest emails in abridged form
(you receive one email per day
with the headings of recent postings)
(4) digest emails (you receive one
email per day with the full body of
recent messages)
It takes less than a minute to sign up
and gives you more control over how
you receive information. You don't
have to have a Gmail account to register with the group. You can visit the
group at http:/ /groups.google.com/
group/cunydsc. Contact Ericka (Cochair for Communcations) if you have
any questions or comments about the
group page: efcalton@gmail.com.

ters that you think the DSC can help
you with, we're here to listen.
Contact the DSC by email at dsc.
steering.committee@gmail.com or
stop by our office - room 5495 on
the fifth floor at the Graduate Center.
Visit our website at http:/ /www.cunydsc.org and our group page at http://
groups.google.com/group/cunydsc.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

We are always seeking proxies for
the plenary meetings. If you have an
interest in student government and
want to see how your money is spent,
please attend one of these meetings as
a proxy. ■

The DSC forums on our website are
working again. Please visit us there
or on the group page. We welcome
all input from students. Whether you
have academic issues or personal mat-

IMPORTANT UPCOMING DATES:

• Election Ballots Postmark Deadline:
April 27, 2007
• End of Semester Party: To be
announced.
• Plenary: April 27 and May 11 at 6
pm in Room 5414. Refreshments
served.

Student Coffee Hour
Every Wednesday the DSC's Community
Building Committee runs a "coffee
hour" from 6-7:30 PM in the Working Lou
(5409). There's coffee and
tea and snacks for students who are fl
or between classes.
Come relax, talk and share.
Hopetoseeyouthere!
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After Arrests,
Graduate Center to
Enter Foster Care
MATT LAU

"Stop!" cried a hysterical Byrd Russell Jabbar, or as he is known outside the terrorist underworld,
GC President Bill Kelly. Jabbar, handcuffed and high on methamphetamines, could barely be
restrained, as Federal Marshals and their drug dogs searched his Presidential offices last week.
Outside in the reception area, Jabbar's secretary quietly wept while she continued to place calls
on hold. Nearby, other administrators were gathering to admire the spectacular collapse of their
leader.
"We wanted to make these arrests during the spring recess to minimize their negative impact
on the University;' said US Marshal Tommy Lee Jones. "We didn't want the students to see their
President frog-marched out of here;' added his partner, Shaquille O'Neal.
But, crazy though it may seem, this marked not the end of a dark chapter in the history of
CUNY and The Graduate Center, but only the beginning. "Who knew;' said a bewildered Acting
Provost, Linda Edwards, "that an academic organization like the James Fenimore Cooper Society
could be a front for radical terrorist networks like Al Qaeda, Islamic Jihad, and Hamas?"
In what is still an ongoing Federal investigation, several arrests of somewhat prominent intellectuals have already been made: including President Kelly, Hugh MacDougall, the founder and
secretary of the James Fenimore Cooper Society, and several suspects whose identities have yet
to be disclosed.
Credit for uncovering the money laundering operation goes to Buck Adams, a male prostitute
from Seattle, who heard Jabbar confess the details of his true identity during a drug-induced rampage that occurred on Jabbar's recent North American tour to promote his swimsuit calendar
and The Graduate Center's UFC reality show.
"This is the last straw for the people and the State of New York;' commented CUNY Chancellor
Matthew Goldstein during a press conference the next day. "First came the reports of the criminal number of dissertation abortions every year at the Grad Center; then came the news that,
despite our breadline program, students were continuing to eat the free printer paper in the
library; this was followed by the near fatal injury to Pr fe or D id a aw d ring a taping of
the CUNY UFC show, when Professor David Harvey refused to let him out of a submission hold;
finally, how can anyone forget the tragic death from hypothermia of Visiting Professor Pascal
Gaitet, during the ill-conceived bikini car wash?
"Now, to make matters worse;' continued a visibly shaken Goldstein, "it has come to my attention that The Graduate Center is part of an international drug and money laundering ring connected to terrorist groups!
"I have no choice;• he went on, "but to announce that CUNY no longer feels capable of caring
for The Graduate Center. Today we have filed the paperwork to make the Grad Center a ward
of the State and enter it into foster care:'
Most commentators have wagered that the most likely foster home for the Grad Center will be
either Columbia or NYU. "So many of our students really wanted to go there anyway;' remarked
Provost Edwards.
But insider sources in Albany have revealed that the front-runner to take over operations at the
Grad Center is Interboro Technical College, renowned for its data entry training and job placement assistance for life.
"Shit, man;' said Lily Saint, a graduate student who seemed both unconcerned and nonplussed
about recent events, "at least we get job assistance for life with Interboro; right now the English
Department only offers it to 'recent graduates:" ■
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Kelly was so hopped up on meth that he giggled all through his arrest.
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